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.... ~':'~"~ :! #!!:!j .~x~!::: .v, TERRACE - -  "Kind of excit- of wanting to expand into mall 
?~:, :~ ~" :~..: ~:.~!L~ ing" is how acting mayor Bob space." Jackrnan says the con- ., 
~,.: ,-.,.. ::.~, ~ ,~,:,-, . . . .  J ackman descr ibed the cept, as described by Okanagan- 
- - ~ ?"~"~::~' Okanagan-Skeena Group's new Skeena's real estate manager 
;ii!!:;,ii!i!il :/-; mall concept ." I t  will provide Robert Guy, was well received at 
~i!~i:,i i : i!iiil/:;:;?: space for small businesses or a meeting of city council's Com- 
mie:::  home industries just on the verge mitten of the Whole Monday 
:]iii ' i ;: :/;i}!iiiii!!!!i ;;:i' ::':~ ...... , :; night, and council members are 
:: Inside now waiting for a formal presen- 
tation at a .meeting Oct. 11 
this weekls before giving approval. 
Terrace Review by Ted St rachan 
I f  built as designed, Guy says, INUNDATED: Last week's 
....... rainfall came within a few the mall will provide an exciting 
drops of breaking a record.., new look to downtown Terrace, 
..................... page 15. and he gives much of the credit 
"~ ' "  .......................... THEATER THERAPY:  Skeena to council for their support and 
i .~ '~ drama s tudents  are up assistance in finalizing details. 
:¢:~": a g a i n s t t h e i r b i g g e s t During an interview with the 
challenge.., page 22. Terrace Review, Guy used a 
~:" SUPPORT FROM THE TOP: model of the $5 million retail 
Premier VanderZalm backs a complex to show how the new 
northern university.., page structure would complement the 
23. Skeena Mall and the Terrace 
Shopping Centre by connecting .... 
.. ]Bus iness  Guide:: ~ ... . . . .  12, : them as:a single unit. 
Church Directory 16 
ClassifiedAds 19-  22 According to Guy, construe- -~ 
Coming Events 14 tion of the center will mean clos- 
Comics 18 ing Ottawa St., but due to the 
• Crossword 18 building's 'design, vehicle access 
~%:L~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . Dining Directory 10 will still be open between Greig 
= ~*'~ i ~ ;  ~I Editorial 4 and Lakelse. He adds that the 
i t ~ v Entertainment 10 design will better direct raffic in 
Horoscope 2 a confined area which is now 
Letters 5 considered as dangerous. "One 
Nobody was frowning last week at the official opening of project Starshlp -.- least of all Sports 8 of the things we want to do is tie 
Repap chairman and GEe George Petty and Premier Bill Vander Zalm. For story on the Talkof theTown 5 in all the shopping centers," he 
launching of the $42 million sawmill, see page 3. Weather 2 explained. And, "One of the N 2 things that council is very Federal election to be or. 1 points.P°sitive °n is limiting the 
Traffic trying to cross Ottawa 
St. and six access routes to 
On Saturday,- October 1,  Candidates fire opening shots - -  page 24 her 38, and Ed Broadbent 32 Lakelse Ave. located within a Prime Minister Brian Mulroney 
called a federal election to be penal and justice systems. At dissolution of parliament, seats at the time of dissolution, few hundred feet of one another 
held Monday, November 21, The Liberals have set the date B.C. had 18 PC MPs, one Liber- Dissolution of parliament kills would be eliminated. Guy ex- 
1988 and already Skeena Riding of their nomination meeting for o al, eight NDP and one seat va- the controversial child care plained that exits from Skeena 
Associations are busy campaign- October 10 (Thanksgiving Day) cant. In  the 1984 election, the legislation which promised to Mall, the liquor store, two at 
inf. Offices are setting up, press at 1:30 p.m. at the Terrace popular vote stood at 46.4 per- double the number of day care Petrocan, one in the adjacent 
conferences being called and Hotel. Those seeking to repre- cent for the PCs, 16.43.percent spaces to more than 400,000. parking lot to the east and one at 
pamphlets distributed in Ter- sent he party in Skeena re to be for the Liberals, and 35.05 per- The free trade bill is also on the Ottawa St. will no longer corn- 
race. announced shortly, cent for the NDP. Brian Mul- line, as the Liberal-dominated pete. Instead, there will be only 
The candidates for Skeena in- The federal riding of Skeena roney held 203 seats, John Tur- Senate had not yet approved it. two access routes to Lakelse -" 
elude NDP incumbant J imFul- takes in a huge area, stretching l O W S  Ave. from the new mall. The 
ton, Member of Parliament for from the B.C./Yukon border to Log inventory s parkinglot,  from Emerson to 
Skeena since 1979. He ran unop- about 100 kilometers outh of Eby, will provide a free flow of 
posed at the Skeena New Kemano, as far east as Telkwa d e w  ontract rs  traffic betweenthethreeshop-  
Democratic Party convention and Walcott, and ,west" o inc lude n c O ping centers without using city . 
held in Prince Rupert on June the-Queen Charlotte Islands. streets. 
18. ' The population in the region is ,Mex Houlden of the Terrace ticipated to cause a backlog of Petrocan, the Bank of Corn- 
On July 23, Ray Halvorson of about 78,000. Luggers Association says that an inventory, but logging was per- merce and the liquor stoi'e will 
Kitwanga won over Doug Smith Terrace voters will be excessive log inventory could mitred to continue at "normal" remain in  their present loca- 
Of Terrace in his bid to represent enumerated by a door-to-door hurt local small logging contrac- levels in anticipation of the fall tions, says Guy, but the look will 
the Progressive Conservative canvassing from October 14 to tors if the situation isn't reetified slow-down, The mill didn't change and the new center 
party..Halvorson, a logging con- 20, returning officer Elaine soon. He says that a slow down come on line quite as quickly as should also attract new business- 
tractor and a resident of the Johnson said. She's organizing in the industry due to weather is he expected and an excessive in- es to "the city. "We will be 
region for 22 years, has Started the election for the whole region, normally expected at this time of ventory caused the slow down to creating new space which is lack- ~ .... 
campaigning on a pro-free trade from an office at 4931 Keith (the year, but. he  expressed concern begin in August. ing on the market right now," 
platform, former Dave's Pltlmbingbuild-.. that  problems at Skeena According to Ogawa, as he said. "We're dealing with 
In Smithers on September 10, ing), with duties including trahi- Cellulose could .compound the "bugs" in the new system are prospective national tenants 
Tom Brophy of Usk became the ing enumerators, doing voter list situation, cured the mill will use up the in- who have not had the ability to 
riding's Christian Heritage Par- revisions, and distributing ballot But SCI woods manager Pat ventory and logging will pro- move into the downtown area 
ty candidate, In an interview boxes. There will likely be three Ogawa says local contractors eeed. He said this could take a because there wasn't any space 
with the Terrace Review, or four polling stations et up in may not notice the difference, few months but pointed out that available." 
Brophy focused on the issues of Terrace for the November 21 He noted that startup problems there is no real cause, for con- 
tax reform and changes•to the vote. with the new mill were an- ecru, contlnuedon page24 
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i The economies of both Ter' 
race and Wrangell are evolving 
as we both strive to adjust o the 
change from resource-based 
towns to service centers. One in- 
dustry requir ing massive 
amounts of goods and services 
and now experiencing a boom is 
the gold mining in the Iskut 
River area. The official opening 
of the Johnny Mountain gold 
mine late this summer saw 
numerous representatives from 
Alaska and the town of Wrang- 
ell, but only a handful of Ter- 
race mer.chants and area elected 
officials. While some of our 
residents are scratching their 
heads over how to make Terrace 
the service center for the grow- 
ing mining industry in the 
Northwest, Wrangell is in the 
midst of enjoying what it con- 
siders to be its fourth gold rush. 
sizing up the mineservicing competition 
an in depth look at Wrangell, Alaska 
Chamber of Commerce's Greg Smithers will get the business." because he's never had to pay from the 'classified~i:aiid"irents: 
by Charlynn Toews 
Townsend says we could adver- Smithers /dso has a history of 
tise the fact that we have the supplying mining activity, while 
fabrication shops, supply houses Terrace's experience has been 
and big equipment dealers that limited. 
the Alaskan town of 3,100 just Many Wrangell residents talk 
doesn't have. "We ~ also have a about Skyline president Reg 
good labor base and good hotel Davis as a personal acquain- 
and restaurant facilities," tance. Grocer Cui'tis has known 
The vice-president of the him since 1983, and keeps a map 
Wrangell Chamber of Corn- of the active mines in his office. 
merce Keene Kohrt said he met The gold mines are so important 
Terrace merchants at the Johnny to Wrangell the local radio sta- 
Mountain opening from tire and tion broadcasts the stock prices 
trucking firms and our Finning daily, and the Wrangell Sentinel 
distributor. Wrangell doesn't publishes Skyline, Gulf and lnel 
have a Finning distributor, the stock exchange summaries on its 
company that makes the giant front page every week. News- 
generators that power all the paper co-owner Ann Kirkwood 
mountain's activities. Kohrt also says, "We've been covering the 
said that for a small town, industry ever since Reg Davis 
Wrangell has been very active in first came to own." She says 
promoting itself. The Chamber that building one-on-one friend- 
has had a number of informal ships led to the development of 
receptions for the different in- business relationships. Husband 
vestors coming through the area. Alvin Bunch and she have notic- 
As Terrace's Chamber of Com- ed a real boom in the local 
merce mining committee chair, economysince they bought the 
Townsend is also thinking pro- paper four years ago, with more 
motion, busy getting a directory money around town and more 
of goods and services ready for businesses making ends meet. 
the mining companies. He also "You can see the Stikine Inn 
thinks we should ensure we find now flies a Canadian flag. It's 
out when mining engineers or hard to get a room there, it's fill- 
surveyors are in town, find out ed with Canadians." 
who they're with,'~ Show them Although Terrace and Wrang- 
around, ask them to Chamber ell have similar weather prob- 
meetings, and make them aware lems according to long-time 
of what Terrace has to offer. Northwest pilot Ken Mayer of 
Peter Branch of Coast Trac- TransProvincial Airlines, many 
tor, which also supplies mining pilots work out of Wrangell. 
operations, says the town and Again, time and distance are the 
the province should have been in fact0i's: a few houi'~; of clear 
contact with Skyline two years weather can mean:several ship- 
ago. He said, " I f  Terrace wants ments from Wrangell, and only 
the business, get in contact with one from Terrace. Bill Strong 
them. Make a trip up there, talk says crews coming up from Van- 
to Skyline. If we're not careful, couver go directly to Wrangell,' 
ComincolDelaware takes 
another look at Terrace. 
Cominco /De laware  Re- Jackman, adding that, "We 
sources officials recently an- have the premier facilities in the 
nounced they favored Smithers Northwest and anything we can 
as the service center for their possibly do as a community to 
Snip gold project, located about support their project would be 
95 miles northwest of Stewart. looked at." Jackman saysthat 
According to Terrace alderman they also pointed out the im- 
Bob Jackman, this was primari- proved reliability of the Terrace 
ly based on outdated informa- Airport, which he says is now 
tion which compared the equal to that of Smithers and 
reliability of the Terrace and has the added advantage of hav- 
Smithers airports. He sfiid there ing six flights per day compared 
was a strong desire on the part to only two in Smithers. 
of local polit icians and Gould was visiting the 
businesses to set the record Northwest as part of an impact 
straight, and that opportunity study for the Snip project, and 
may have been found at an in- she was also investigating 
camera Committee Pfthe Whole various aspect s of the project's 
meeting Monday evening, needs uch as the availability of 
Jackman says Sh~ilaGould, a a trained workforce and ap- 
consulting sociologist for the propriate social and industrial 
Snip project, visited Terrace services. Jackman says Gould 
Monday to spend time with Greg also suggested the developers 
Townsend, a representative of had expressed an interest in 
the Terrace and District training alocai workforce using 
Chamber of Commerce Mining facilities such as Northwest 
Industry Task Force, prior to Community College. 
speaking to city aldermen and As was reported in last week's 
resource people like Airport Terrace Review, the Snip project 
Manager, Darryl Laurent, and is scheduled to start producing 
Chamber of Commerce Presi- as much as 300 tO 500 tonnes of 
dent, Dick Sharpies. And he ore per day to tap a gold 
says the net result was a positive resource valued in the 
feeling for everyone anda prom- neighborhood of  $340 million. 
ise from Gould that she would To date, $24 million has been 
"take the information back to the spent on production and it has 
Snip developers, been estimated" that developers 
"We really tried to impress on could spend as much as $45 
'her that we're open," says million onealfitalcosts. 
for their overnight lodging and 
food there due to bad weather'. 
Terrace still has a reputation 
for having unflyable weather. 
But statistics kept at the airport 
weather office over 30 years 
show that really poor conditions ~ 
(Ceiling under 100 feet, visibility 
less than a quarter-mile) happen 
only rarely: an average of .5 per- 
cent of the time, or one or two 
days a year. 
Kirkwood suggests Terrace 
could capitalize on the fact the 
Canadian workers would prefer 
to settle their families in Terrace 
for the Canadian education sys- 
tem. We also have lower-cost 
housing than Wrangell. '.'A 
while ago, I did some checking 
on rents. "1 phoned the Terrace 
Review for some typical rates 
Date 
Sept. 26 
Sept. 27 
Sept. 28 
Sept. 29 
Sept. 30 
Oct. 1 
Oct. 2 
are muchi m~uch Jower-in .Ter- 
race." .A 1983. Alaska: Depart- 
ment of Labor publication 
warned that rent foi" a 2 bed- 
room apartment could be as 
high as $900 in some Alaska 
cities. 
Terrace can make personal 
contact" With the. movers and 
shakers in the mining industry, 
be more aggressive in promoting 
the goods and services available 
in our moclern city, focus on 
prompt response and quality 
products, change the misconcep- 
tions about our weather, and, 
while we work on our "buy local 
-- buy Terrace" campaign, we 
can remember to urge Canadian- 
based companies mining Cana- 
dian gold t ° buyCanadian. ' 
I 
Hi Lo Prec. Weather 
10 6 6.4 rnm report 
rain Sept. 26- Oct. 2 
12 5 3.4mm 
rain 
14 6 106.6 Forecast: Mainly sunny for 
mmrain the first part of the week, 
14 10 8.2 mm becoming cloudy by Friday 
rain with showers. Afternoon 
12 8 1.0 mm highs 16 to 18, overnight 
rain lows near 7. Probability of 
15 8 1.0 mm precipi'tation: 40 percent 
rain:~iWednesday, 60 percent 
15 8 trace::i~iffhursday nd 90 percent 
of ~ain Fr!day. 
I I  
ARIES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 2 I-.June 20 
CANCER 
June 21-July 22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIR(;O 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGrlI"ARIUS 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec, 22-Jan. 19 
AQU_A_ nJt/S : 
Forecast Period: 10/9-10/15/88 
Watch for opportunity o push for personal and 
business advantages. Contact with the public can 
be expected. 
Try to improve your employment si uation. L~k 
for an opport unit y to lighten the load of another. 
Enjoy social pleasures. Some speculation could 
result in gain. Attend sporting events, either as a 
participant or a spectator. 
Activities in the days ahead will center on domestic 
surroundings. Family members may be hyper- 
sensitive, so watch your step. 
Communication with friends results in an employ- 
ment opportunity very much to your liking. Put 
forth your best effort. 
Attend to business and financial matters and be 
familiar with the trend. Shop with quality and 
beautyin mind. 
Proceed with reasonable moderation a d restraint 
in partaking oflthe good things. Overindulgence 
converts o overweight. 
Ypur system has a need for quiet solitude; achance 
to regroup and be ready for heightened activity 
at Birthday time. 
involvement in organizational ctivities takes 
much of your time. Like it or not, you are in the 
thick of it . . . . .  
You may feel it necessary tobe more diligent in 
professional matters to achieve the desired prestige 
and security. 
Contac! with cu!tural organizati0ns brings an 
Other gold rushes benefitting 
the town on Wrangell Island 
about 260 kilometres north of 
Prince Rupert have been the 
Cassiar, Stikine, and the famous 
Klondike gold rush of the late 
1890s. As the Wrangell Sentinel 
reports, " It  was on August 17, 
1898, that the Klondike gold 
rush began, so Skyline (mining 
company) officials decided to 
celebrate the first successful and 
operating mine ~of the greater 
Iskut gold rush on August 17, 
1988, on Johnny Mountain." 
Wrangell has been a service 
center for the mining industry 
for over 100 years, Wrangell 
merchant Ben Curtis notes. His 
fresh produce, meats, groceries 
and hardware are air-freighted 
to Johhnny Mountain. In fact, 
he has two full-time staff in the 
shipping department, serving 
not only the mining industry but 
also the many isolated towns 
and fishing villages in the area. 
The service Curtis and his staff 
provide includes getting kitchen- 
ware and appliances on the run- 
way and on its way to Deleware 
camp an hour and a half after 
getting the call there had been a 
cookhouse fire. 
"Price • is often secondary with 
:these outfits," Curtis says. 
"More important is fast service 
and quality of product.'.' 
The property supervisor at 
Johnny Mountaio agrees. "The 
food from Wrangell is perfect, 
the meat is excellent." And 
crucial these days, while the 
mine is fully operational nd the 
snow is already beginning to 
fall, is time. "It takes an hour 
and l0  or 20 minutes to get to 
the" mountain from Terrace, 
only 20 minutes or so from 
Wrangell," Bill Strong said. 
Other businesses in Wrangell 
benefitting from the mining ac- 
tivity include those providing 
building supplies, fuel distrib- 
uters, expediters, equipment 
repair shops, aviation, com- 
panies, and more. Wrangell is 
ideally located to receive goods 
barged up from Seattle, then 
distribute them up the lskut 
River . . . . . .  ~ 
Short of picking up the 
townsite and moving it geo~ 
graphically closer, what can Ter- 
race do to provide more services 
~tnd goods to the mines? Terrace 
t 
! 
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Iim Davis, project designer for Starship, and the staff who 
eept the old Westar mill going under adverse conditions in 
',he early 1980's, were given credit by Repap chairman 
3eorge Petty for having the drive and vision to press his 
:ompany for a renewal of the sawmilling operation. 
Debarked logs flowing along this conveyor into the mill 
area of Starship are scanned by a computer that deter- 
mines cut sizes and saw settings to get the • most out of 
each piece of timber. 
We have lift-off 
TERRACE --  It was a flawless launch, and the 
event drew worldwide attendance. Project Star- 
ship got off the ground, and witnesses for the 
grand opening of the most technically advanced 
sawill on the globe included the Premier of 
B.C., the Minister of Forests and MLA for 
Skeena, the MP for Skeena, dozens of the cor- 
porate heads from around the world who pur- 
chase our home-grown lumber, and the entire• 
board of directors fromthe company that made 
it all possible, Repap Enterprises of Montreal. 
Hundreds of local residents pent the morn- 
ing touring the new facility that will form the 
foundation of the local economy for the next 
two decades. They saw logs debarked, flow on- 
to the conveyor leading into the mill, scanned 
by a ~¢omputer that determines the optimum 
cuts calculated to get the most out each piece of 
wood. They saw them sawn, edged, trimmed, 
graded, sorted; and bundled, virtually untouch- 
ed by the skilled workers who direct the  
machinery. They Saw evident pride in a world- 
class operation exercised in an environment as 
clean as a hospital. 
At the pavilion set up on the mill site 
especially for this occasion, a freewheeling par- 
ty atmosphere prevailed. Live music echoed 
through the gigantic tent and endless quantities 
of free food and drink flowed. 
At 2 p.m. Mayor Jack Talstra started the 
opening ceremonies by remarking that the 
clouds had parted for the Premier. The near- 
record rainfall and winds of the previous day 
had created nervousness about arrival of the 
guests for the ceremony. 
Talstra was followed on the speaker's plat- 
form by George Petty, the Chairman and Chief 
Executive Officer of RepaP. Petty gave em- 
phatic credit for the conception and completion 
of the project o Jim Davis and the rest of the 
staff at the plant. "It's difficult not to get 
choked up," he said. "This is the day Starship 
takes off, and it's because Jim Davis and the 
rest of them demanded it." Petty also gave 
credit to the B.C. government for approving 
the largest loan in the history of the B.C. 
Development Corporation to help Repap get 
off the ground in B.C., and he described the ac- 
quisition of the former Westar assets as the 
"best thing that ever happened to Repap". 
"Repap is a young company, we're commit- 
ted to growth and risk.., we're looking ahead, 
and we want our people to be with us. We like 
you, we honor you," he continued. "We have 
plans, this is only a launching pad." Petty con- 
cluded by announcing a four-for-the-price- 
three stock purchase option plan for 
employees. 
Premier Bill Vander Zalm said Starship is 
"without a doubt the finest plant I've ever 
seen". He added that he was deeply impressed 
by attitude of the workers and also impressed 
by the level of turnout by the community for 
• the opening of the mill. 
Forests Minister Dave Parker predicted the 
project "will help reverse the cyclical trend of 
past years" and result in "improved morale for 
the community". 
Skeena MP Jim Fulton commended Petty for 
his investment in theNorthwest, and he also 
noted the company's ensitivity to aboriginal 
issues in the region - -  they've hired Murray 
Coolichan as a consultant to work with native 
groups who have land interests on Tree ~ Farm 
License #1. 
Reg Lightfoot from the Skeena Cellulose 
Vancouver office, complimented the mill's 
financial administrator Terry Cook for the 
organizing job he did on the opening day 
celebrations. 
NOTICE 
FALL CLEAN-UP WEEK 
OCTOBER 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7, 1988 
I The City of Terrace's Public Works Starship Department will pickup extra garbage and A few facts about refuse, free of charge, on the above dates. 
Here,s what Starship is and what it • Products: Hemlock and spruce: This service does NOT include car bodies, 
can do: 
• Cost: $42 million. 
• Time to build: July 1987 to May 
1988. . 
• Amount spenLlocally:$9milli0n. 
• Numberofempi0yees: 180, . . . .  
• Annual payr011:i$7 million. 
• Log consumption: 700,000 cubic 
meters per year. 
• LUmber production: 350,000, cubic 
meters per year. 
pine-fir dimension lumber, 22 mm x 75 
mm up to 100 mm x 300 mm. 
• Major markets: Japan, the Middle 
East and the United Kingdom. 
• Corporate :connections: Owned by 
Skeena Cellulose Inc., a division of 
Repap enterprises of Montreal. Assets 
of $1.5 bi l l ion with holdings 
throughout the U.S. and Canada. 
Revenues in 1987 reached $927 million 
With a net income of $62,$ million. : 
stumps or industrial waste. Kindly arrangeto 
have thts extra garbage and waste mater,el 
set out on your regular pick up day. Please 
have garbage and waste material in plastic 
bags or cartons to assist in th e pick up. 
Residentsare reminded to check theirAdd-A- " 
Day Calendars, as  garbage pLck UP dayd: 
change fo!lowin.g all,= Statutory Holidays. 
. . . .  The ,C i tyo f  Terrace 
1 0 1 § ¢  . .  . 
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... And they're off 
Adding yet another burden to the climactic stresses 
of November in the Northwest, we're going to be sub- 
jected next month to not one but two elections... 
three, if you follow U.S. presidential politics. 
On November 19 and again on November 21, those 
of us who care about voting will be trudging off in 
wet gear and gumboots to the polling stations, making 
decisions that we won't know the consequences of un- 
til it's too late to change our minds. Civic elections to 
choose school trustees, city council members and 
regional district directors take place on the 19th, and 
we devoutly hope the higher-profile federal campaign 
doesn't otally overshadow the efforts of candidates 
for local offices. 
As we trudge into the balloting booths on the 21 st 
to decide who to send to Ottawa, heads reeling with 
promises, propaganda, invective and innuendo, let's 
hope there are a few frail facts from the campaigns to 
which we can anchor a reasoned choice. National 
politics too often focus on personalities and rhetoric, 
and we'd like to call at this point for intelligent discus- 
sion on the issues that affect this region and exposi- 
tion of intelligent policies that we can expect o be 
realized. 
Let's be critical, but let's also be glad that there are 
some people among us who confident enough of their 
convictions to undertake this gruelling and often 
unrewarding road to professional politics. 
It cuts both ways 
In the past few weeks we've seen a lot of finger- 
pointing and head-shaking from members of the 
Social Credit cabinet over What they consider informa- 
tion distortion and slanted reporting by the press and 
• boradcast media. Meanwhile, in here we're still labor- 
ing under the ongoing deluge of government press 
releases. 
Don't get us wrong - -  we like to bekept informed 
• about what the government's doing, but if our leaders 
in Victoria are on a vendetta gainst inaccuracy 
perhaps they should start it a bit closer to home. We 
recall Finance Minister Mel Couvelier having to ex- 
plain to reporters on the day following the release of 
the budget in March that in fact the $450 million 
Budget Stabilization fund contained no money. Mon- 
day they announced that there is some in it, but.., gee, 
can we really believe that? 
PAiD 
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Where the real work gets d.-one 
by Victoria correspondent 
Mark Collins 
The B.C. Legislature prob- 
ably won't sit again until next 
year but the committee system, 
has given people from all over 
the province a chance to see 
Members of the Legislative 
Assembly at work. 
Visitors to the Legislature 
sometimes come away with a 
bad impression of government 
in action. Most of the time 
only a dozen of the 69 MLAs 
are actually in the chamber. 
When a majority of the MLAs 
are there for th'e daily question 
period, the atmosphere:tends to 
be rowdy and unbusinesslike. 
The legislative committees 
operate in a more dignified 
manner on the road because a
lot of the partisanship seems to 
disappear when they leave Vic- 
toria. Faced by people who 
would like some help with their 
problems, there's a greater 
tendency to work together 
rather than trying to score 
political points. 
The committee on Labour, 
Justice and Intergovernmental 
Relations has been touring the 
province to look into the  
Builders Lien Act. it involves a
lot of technical issues like the 
size of holdbacks and time 
limits but it affects many 
British Columbians. Organiza- 
tions like the B.C, Construc- 
tion Association and the con- 
struction law Section of the bar  sion is also expected to tour l i 
association are • affected, as a re  In additi0n, to committees o f  
the thousands of independent the Legislature, the Solid Waste 
contractors'and sub-trades in- 
volved in the building industry. 
The committee meetings 
around the province have given 
those people achance to ex- 
plain their position directly to 
the MLAs who will make the 
laws. 
The committee on Finance, 
Crown Corporations and 
Government Services has been 
investigating the Financial 
Planning and Advisory In- 
dustry. Attorney General Bud 
Smith, deputy chairman of the 
committee, said they are lean- 
ing away from the idea of 
regulating financial planners as 
a professional group because a
wide variety of professionals 
such as stockbrokers and 
lawyers are already in the field. 
The plan is to regulate' the 
function of financial planning 
instead. 
This task is particularly in-' 
teresting because it parallels 
work being done elsewhere in 
Canada and in the United 
States. Quebec has completed 
its hearings and "is drafting new 
legislation. Ontario and Alberta 
are still involved in the hearing 
Process. Financial planners are 
also being investigated in
Washington, D.C. 
The B.C. committee, which 
includes Finance Minister Mel 
Couvelier, has a hearing 
Scheduled in Kelowna on Oc- 
tober 18 and in Victoria on Oc- 
tober 25. Considering the large 
number of angry Principal 
Trust investors in the province, 
I expect he hearings will be 
very well attended. 
The Committee on Forests 
and Lands has finished its tour 
of the province to hold hear- 
Task Force has scheduled 
public meetings in 17 B.C. 
communities during October 
and November. The Terrace 
meeting is October 26 in the 
Terrace Hotel. 
• The committee system is 
good because it brings the 
decision,making process closer' 
to thepeep! e and becaus e it.. ~,. 
gives backbench Socreds plus 
the NDP MLAs an-opporutnity 
to make a meaningfulcontribu- 
tion, The MLAs receive no ex- 
tra pay for committee work, 
just their actual expenses, Clerk 
of Committees Craig James 
says 80 percent of the cost of 
operating the committees i  
advertising the meetings, 
BCGEU Seeks donat ion ,  
from "essentials,': 
John Shields, president of 
the B.C. Government• Employ' 
ees Union says the pickets had 
to stay up even after the ten- 
tative deal with the government 
so the membership would not 
be pressured to vote to ratify 
the deal. That's a nice thought, 
but the additional two days pay 
they Will lose takes away 
almost one percent of the first 
year,s wage increase, 
The union has asked its 
members who stayed on the job 
in positions designated "essen- 
tial" to donate 30 percent .of 
their pay to support he strike 
action. Government payroll of- 
flees will cooperate by deduct- 
ing the money and forwarding 
it to the union on behalf of 
each employee who provides a
signed waiver. One government 
manager ! spoke to was so sure 
his employees were against he ~ 
idea that he volunteered to con- 
ings on Timber Harvesting (ribuie:30 percent of his own 
Contracts. The special commit, • pay for the strike period if 100 
tee on Electoral Boundaries percent of the union member,~. 
which is looking into the report in his ,'essential" institution 
of the Fisher Royal Commis: signed the waivers, . 
' o  ~ ,  
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Letter 
~ . i. ~ 
Irene Hawley 
I think the prices are good 
here compared to other 
stores in other areas. There 
Do you think Terrace provides 
an adequate range of 
retail goods and services 
at reasonable prices? 
~J 
Kevin Korpi 
I think it's pretty 
" "  Lite Flynn 
Yes, I do. We have lived in 
good. bigger centers where we had 
Church offers free 
Thanksgiving meal 
TO the Editor; 
Thanksgiving. The word 
brings to mind many things for 
most people. Families together, 
turkey and trimmings, or other 
special activities that celebrate 
the day. In earlier days it was a 
time to celebrate the abundance 
of harvest with special thanks to 
God for this provision. With 
winter just around the corner 
and summer just ended, it acted 
as the end of a cycle for the year 
and anticipated the next. 
Most of us don't harvest for 
food, nor are our lives tied tothe 
land. Yet, Thanksgiving remains 
a time of rest, family and 
food...at least for many of us. 
For others, Thanksgiving is no 
special gathering, no special 
food, "just another day".. 
This year our congregation 
wanted to express our thankful- 
ness to God by sharing with 
those who otherwise would find. 
Thanksgiving "just another 
day". On October 10 at 12 noon 
there will be a turkey dinner with 
the trimmings (mashed potatoes, 
vegetables, tuffing, garvy and 
Apple Crisp with ice cream for 
dessert) for those not having a 
special meal. Our young people 
(who spearheaded the idea) will 
be serving and there is no cost. 
We trust that as you gather with 
friends and family you have a 
very blessed Th~/~ksgiving and 
we look forward to meeting 
some of you as you join us for 
lunch. 
Pastor John Caplin 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
3511 Eby Street 
Market researc.h There are lots of stores and to travel long distances to 
is good selection here too - -  variety; lots of choice and find good sales. We really 
it's pretty hard to beat. competition between stores. Iike it here. helped ethnic food 
Kim Levelton 
Although I haven't shop- 
ped in many towns it seems 
rather expensive here. 
Marty McKee 
I think the prices here are a 
little high compared to 
Prince George and Prince 
Rupert. 
L 
Naomi Bracken 
I think the variety of things 
they have here could be 
wider. Many of the stores of- 
fer the same thing. 
- I I  specialty shop 
Assistance from the Federal 
Business Development Bank and 
market research helped en- 
trepreneur Gani de Leon to 
determine that Terrace was the 
best place to locate his new 
ethnic and health foods shop. 
"It is the most viable place for a 
business like this. We discovered 
there are quite a few people here 
into cooking with authentic 
ethnic ingredients, who had to 
go to Prince Rupert or Van- 
couver to find what they 
wanted," the long-time Kit- 
wanga resident said. "There is a 
big enough market in Terrace 
and surrounding area to justify a 
store like this." 
Through FBDB, a retired 
business man, formerly a man- 
ager at the Bay in Richmond, of- 
fered business advice, research 
tips and information on how to 
make cant.acts with wholesalers. 
De Leon was impressed with the 
expertise available through 
FBDB. 
He and wife Alpha were 
thinking of starting their own 
small business for some time, 
and after leaving Westar's ac- 
counting department recently, 
the time was right for Gani to 
spend his time operating the 
business. The de Leans may 
move to Terrrace if the business 
does well. 
After only a few weeks, 
customer response has been very 
encouraging. "The  initial 
response has been better than 
anticipated," he said. Although 
the store opened on September 
17, already he's placed a second 
order for health food items. 
The store also carries a com- 
plete line of Portugese and East 
Indian foods, and plans are to 
increase the variety of Japanese, 
Phillipino and Vietnamese items 
now in stock, depending on de- 
mand. 
Northwestern Specialty i;'oods 
occupies the premises formerly 
known as City Van Furniture on 
Lazelle. 
~Mutua l  Group sin,.,, ts6s 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
635-2387 or drop by: 
Man. to Sat. 9:30 to 6:00 
Fri. til 9:00 
Frank Donahue 
We Provide an overv iew of Financial Needs: 
, Net Worth , Financial Goals 
Estate ~ Disability Needs 
Retirement , Tax Planning 
Cash Flow ~ Objectives 
Fee: $35. Estate Plans and Financial Blueprints from $85. 
We Of fer  compet i t ive f inancial Instruments 
, Life Insurance - Term g Cash Accumulation 
, Disability- 
, Deposits- 
Tax Plans - 
Group Benefits - 
investment Funds 
General g Designed Plans 
30 day through 5 years 
Pension 8 Education 
Dental. Health & RRSP 
Diverslfund & Stock 
Art gallery opens for new season 
womanly practice of making the 
practical, beautiful. 
Saturday 's  event was 
invitation-only, but gaining en- 
trance to such events requires 
only a small membership fee of 
.$5 to join the Terrace Art 
Association. New president 
Diana English said~ "There is a 
common misconception that you 
have to be an artist o join --  but 
art lovers and art supporters are 
also welcome." Membership 
z, lso includes a' monthly news- 
letter. 
Other executives chosen at the 
Association's annual general 
meeting September 26 are Jo- 
anne Thomson, vice-president; 
Nick Timmerman, treasurer; 
Randy Penner, secretary; Trudy 
The show opened yesterday 
and runs until October 29, dur- 
ing regular gallery hours. 
our community," she said. Rafuse, gift shop coordinator; 
The resulting show reveals Casey Braam, art club coor- 
both commonalities ;and; con, dinator; and Joe and Anne Halts 
trasts among the artists. The with Vicki MacKay are oversee- 
water color paintings of familiar ing art and craft sales. 
scenes are similar in subject and 
medium but exhibit a wide range 
of style and mood. The weaving 
demonstrates the ancient 
The Terrace Art Association 
started its new season with a 
well-attended opening Saturday 
night for its October show 
featuring eight women artists, 
Terrace artists in attendance 
showing their work included 
Vicki MacKay and Joanne 
Thomson, both of whom work 
in water colors, and pen and ink 
artist Maureen Worobey, who 
also takes over as gallery coor- 
d inator ' th is  year. Weavers 
Trudy Rafuse, Pat McDonald, 
and Laura Jobb were on hand, 
as was the Nass Valley's Mar- 
jorie Spisak ~vho Uses pencil 
crayon to produce delicate still- 
lifes of flowers. Also featured in 
the show are Gail Turner's 
paintings in water color, oil and 
acrylic. Guest artist Anne Marie 
Nehring has a few of her paint- 
ings featuring local scenes on ex- 
hibition. 
Vicki MacKay has both misty, 
tranquil water colors On display 
44 as well as her forest floor" 
series, examining the lush dark 
green growth underfoot, done in 
acrylic. She enjoys both 
mediums and the contrasting 
methods they require ,to portray 
light and dark. 
Weaver Laura Jobb has only 
been working a loom for a few 
years, but already she has 
created beautiful and  useful 
items including a blanket, 
tablecloth and vest. The vest on 
display is hand-dyed to achieve 
the pleasing blend of colors. 
Last fall gallery coordinator 
Nancy Richardson began asking 
local women art!sts i f  they were 
interested in exhibiting. Since 
most artists didn't have the 
volume of work necessary for a 
solo show, a group 'exhibition 
evolved. "It 's an exciting •shows 
a cross-section of women's art in 
,,41 
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Non-Olympic talents 
~~)  ~i I i,~ ~ iii :I~ ~ ~,,, ~ ~ ~ /ii~!!i~ i~i ~/~//~ ~ 
Co m men tary  --- Stephanle Wiebe 
When you were in grade five, 
didn't you know a guy who 
could make rude noises with his 
hand in his armpit? And didn't 
you know a girl who could touch 
her tongue to the tip of her 
nose? Remember how your 
friend could turn his eyelids in- 
side Out? Well, I wasn't like any 
of those kids. 
I always wanted to have a 
natural athletic ability like that. 
I mean, anyone can learn to play 
tennis, golf or baseball, but it 
takes a real inborn aptitude to 
wiggle your ears. 
In our gifted family, I'm a 
regular dud. Born into'a gang of 
tongue rollers and nostril 
flarers, I don't fit in at all. I 
have a brother who can touch 
his nose with his upper lip -- 
really, no hands. Then I married 
into an ear wiggling, nose honk- 
ing clan that puts the "David 
Letterman" show to shame. It's 
a pitiful sight at the family 
reunions. There I sit amid a cir- 
cus of strange body deforma- 
tions, weakly protesting, "Hey, 
I can raise one eyebrow." 
They're not impressed. 
Can you bend your fingers up 
in an unnatural bumpy claw? 
Can you bend your thumb back 
to touch your forearm? You 
probably can. I'm the only one 
in the world that has no innate 
gift. I can't even cross my toes, 
one over the other. 
My only hope for victory over 
this superior burich lies in the 
well-known threat hat mothers 
have plagued upon us for cen- 
turies: "If you don't stop that, 
someone's going to slap you on 
the back and you'll be stuck that 
way for the rest of your life!" 
I'm •waiting for the.day when 
everyone is so involved in 
displaying their lip-turning, 
nose-flattening, ear-flapping 
talents, that they won't notice 
me running through the crowd, 
briskly slapping each one on the 
back. Ha! Then who'll have the 
last laugh? 
Can you pat your head, and 
rub your stomach while hopping 
on one foot? Can you balance a 
spoon that hangs from your 
nose? You can? Sigh. 
Clinic 
i campa g n 
The steering committee 
established to lobby the provin- 
cial government for a cancer 
clinic in Prince George to serve 
northern B.C. is calling for let- 
ters of support from the public 
to aid their efforts. 
The northern cancer clinic 
concept, which if approved 
would estabish B.C.'s third 
stand-alone cancer treatment 
center, has been endorsedby 
both Terrace city council and the 
board of trustees for Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Local residents wishing to in- 
dicate support are requested to 
send their letters to Lou Jewitt, 
Chairman, Steering Committee 
for a Northern Interior Cancer 
Clinic, .987 Fourth Ave., Prince 
George, B.C., V2L 3H7. 
Accident 
claims up 
For the eigth consecutive 
month, automobile accident 
claims reported to ICBC out- 
stripped last year's record pace, 
according to statistics compiled 
by the Insurance Corporation of 
British Columbia. 
ICBC numbers to the end of 
August show bodily injury 
,!laims up 12 percent over the 
~arne period last year. Property 
.damage i claims have risen five 
perceiit,,~ ~ Terrace claims from 
• January 1 to August 31 totalled 
~,149,.!nduding bodily injuries, 
~windshields, and minor fender 
.... benders, area manager Leona 
i ~' :-" "-id. statistics breaking Stewar~ ~= . . . . . .  
down the ~ totai into categories of 
iype of clmm,are not available 
More than a dozen cadets from Terrace's 747 Air Cadet Squadron watch as departing Flight 
Lieutenant Charlie Meek (on right) congratulates Lieutenant Ran Knoedler on his new com- 
mand. Man~:parents and dignitaries uch as MLA Dave Parker and Alderman Doug Smith 
were on hand for the "Passing of Command" •which took place at the Air Cadet Hall at the 
Terrace Airport recently. 
Fond memories of the N ewfie Bullet 
by Roy Greening but I was soon caught up with Newfoundlander's way of life. siderably. Then there's the old 
Many veterans from Canada the way of life in the outport and It took us all day to go from story of how a young lady rush, 
were either stationed in the truly liked the people and their St. John's to Harbour Grace ed up to the conductor saying, 
crown colony of Newfoundland slow pace while accepting their which, incidentally, was the first "Stole" the train i,m about to 
or just passed through there dur- way of life. To get to Harbour capital of the crown colony, have a baby!" The angry con, 
ing World War II. A short while Grace we had to travel by train The train itself, on this ~ nar- ductor said, "Why did you get 
after the war "Newfie" became on the Newfie Bullet. I was sad- row gauge railway, was old, ratt- on the train in the first place if 
a province of Canada. dened to hear that this mode of ly and filled with coal dust and if you knew you were going to give 
Many sailors recall the times transportation has been discon- one had to go its full trip from b i r th  immediately?" The 
that they could unwind at the tinued, for the Bullet wasunique St. John's to Port Aux Basques, frightened girl replied, "I wasn't 
navy wet canteen after coming in that it sort of reflected the you would have aged con- pregnant when I got on!" 
off 'patrol on the mid-ocean' ~ ' ~  
escort, where they had spent 1 • f 
weeks being pounded by the " 
North Atlantic and hounded by 
enemy U-boats. Being stationed 
in Newfie was like being in 
another countryl The people had "~~ 
this strange accent and 
everything seemed to move at a 
slower pace. ~ , , l T l~e .  :-. ** ~., 
At the time I was really disap- [ ~ ,~~~.E .pO.~. .~.~.__~. .~ 
pointed and frustrated at being ~t "6T  :, . .' 
sent to an HF/DF station at . . . . .  
Harbour Grace to monitor 
enemy U-boat transmissions, 
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR . .  • 
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES, 
ABOUT PEOPLE . . .  
This emblem identifies 
the civic-minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
in the community. 
Alma 
Vi 
iTerry: 
638.1204 
6ss . .n  
638-8178 
I f  you wish to announce 
the birth of YOUR baby, please fill out the form 
available in the maternity ward at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. We will pick up your forms every wick. 
MICHAEL TAKACS and RHONDA KLUKAS are proud to ' 
announce the arrival of Joshua David Andrew, born 
September 20, 1988 at 10:17 p.m. He weighed 6 Ibs. 151/2 
OZ. 
CLARK - -  Kenneth and Alberta are pleased to announce 
the birth of a baby boy on September, 26, 1988. He weigh- 
ed 8 Ibs. 31/2 oz. and his name is Leonard Leroy Clark. 
BURRILL --- Mr. and Mrs. Ken .Burrill proudly announce 
the birth of an 8 lb. 1 oz, baby girl on September 28, 1988. 
! 
. :  
24.hour Phone • ~", ,  
(604)635-4080 : ~~- 
1LA C  ff- 9 ,. °a. : M0mbotofAFSWIreSerVice S e a l l  • .. • ,  
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-  =Violinist bringing ,unique, sound to R.E.M. Lee 
Arthur Poison to open 
Terrace concert season 
"From Strad to RAAD" is 
going to be a different sort of 
solo violin programme, and it's 
scheduled to take place this 
Saturday in the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre at 8 p.m. 
Arthur Poison, a well known 
Canadian violinist and com- 
poser, will perform music from 
the era of Bach and Handel with 
the original-instrument sound of 
the Baroque violin, pieces from 
the romantic period on the more 
familiar classical violin, and 
some new age material on the 
electrically-augmented RAAD 
violin. 
Many of the RAAD pieces are 
Poison's own compositions, and 
he will be accompanied by a pro- 
grammed electric keyboard con- 
nected to a digital sampling 
device that can produce near ly  
every variety of orchestral and 
solo instrument sound. One of 
his recordings is a recent release 
titled 'Pulsations", a concerto 
for the RAAD performed with 
the London Symphony Orches, 
tra, and Poison will play •one 
movement from it as part of his 
Terrace programme. 
Poison is currently conductor 
and musical director of the 
Vancouver Youth Orchestra, co- 
concertmaster of the Vancouver 
Opera Orchestra nd a member 
of the CBC ChamlSer Orchestra. 
Before moving to Vancouver he 
spe~it 20 years as concertmaster 
of the Winnipeg Symphony Or- 
chestra, and he served periods in 
the same position for the CBC 
Winnipeg Orchestra and the 
Manitoba Chamber Orchestra. 
Arthur Poison is being 
brought here by the Terrace 
Concert Society, and tickets for 
the Oct. 8 performance are on 
sale at Erwin's Jewellers in the 
Skeena Mall. 
The Concert Society has also 
announced a replacement act for 
the previously cancelled New- 
Orleans Connection concert. 
They'll be bringing "Charles 
Dickens Stories for a Christmas 
Evening" to the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre Dec. 9, starting at 8 
• p.m. 
Canadian violinist Arthur Poison will kick off the Terrace concert season with a perfor- 
mance Saturday in the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. He will present standard concert repertoire as 
well as some more adventurous pieces played on the RAAD electric violin. 
Emergency services coordinator says we're,ready for the worst 
Would Terrace be ready for thought-out registration process Exit' used 300 students to test Richter scale,: with small rumbl- fire, train derailment, aircraft 
in case of evacuation or reloca- 
tion ensures people get the food, 
shelter, emergency health care or 
counselling they need quickly, 
and would keep Terrace phone 
lines clear in a system where 
worried relatives would phone a 
Red Cross office in another 
nearby city to inquire about 
their loved ones. 
Tank would like to see parts 
of the emergency services ystem 
tested, perhaps having students 
go through an evacuation exer- 
cise. "In Richmond, 'Operation 
three different methods of 
registration. I'd like to see our 
evacuation plan tested, with the 
students actually physically 
relocated, With registration, and 
enquiries coming in." He'd also 
like to see all schools work out 
the most direct route for trans- 
ferring students to potential 
emergency shelters, and to ini- 
tiate earthquake drills similar to 
the fire drills now common: :
Although major earthquakes 
are unlikely in the area (we may 
get quakes under ,:our on the 
ings and noticeable vibrations), 
we're still part of the Pacific 
coastal quake zone. In fact, the 
largest earthquake measured in 
North America occurred on the 
Queen Charlotte Islands, back 
in the late 1800s. 
Recent emergency situations 
affecting Terrace were the severe 
• power outage in 1983 when high 
winds caused the problem, and 
the memorable flood of 1978. 
The city is now even more 
prepared for these emergencies, 
as well as for forest or 'urban 
crash, avalanche, mud slides or 
extreme weather. You name it, 
our emergency :services plan is 
poised to react quickly. 
While some section heads are 
responsible for emergency plan- 
ning as part of their paid posi- 
tions, many volunteers are also 
needed. Tank is still looking for 
more volunteers to act as con- 
tacts or alternates. If you're in- 
terested, contact Ray at home 
(635-2030), or leave a message at 
city hall. 
 olaCktop The SHAMROCK 4-H would like to thonk 
the Buyers and Bidders for their outstanding 
r Brau n support tit the 4.H Auction 
After receiving Terrace c i ty  
council's approval last week, the 
paving of Braun Street, from 
Agar to Haugland, will begin as 
soon as possible. 
rms secuon or Braun drew 
fire from residents after the 
Keith to Agar portion was paved 
earlier in the year, ending half- 
way past the driveways of two 
Braun St. residents. The total 
cost of upgrading the 238 lineal 
feet of Braun has been estimated 
at $9,401 which includes haping 
and compacting of the existing 
roadbed, adding a six-inch layer 
of crush; installing partial 
driveway culverts and laying a 
2 Vz inch layer of pavement. 
The city's contribution to the 
project will be $539, while 
residents will pay the balance of 
$8,862. According to a report 
from Superintendent of Public 
Works Stew Christensen, letters 
were sent to residents and a 
"Notice of Intention,' was 
advertised on Aug. 17; four of 
f ive property owners on the 
block have responded. 
Of these, three are in favor of 
the project and one was against. :
4-H MEMB|R • 
Julie Kozier 
Trevor Muller 
David Kozier 
Kirsten Muller 
Marty Eisner 
Quinton Rafuse 
Erika Tycho 
Brandy Rafuse 
Lindsay Baily 
PROJECT'S NAME 
"Boris" 
"Moe" 
'?J.c." 
"Horace" 
"Joe" 
"Soda" 
"Bun Yan" 
"Sambo" 
"Newton" 
"Smokie 11" 
"Andrew" 
BUYER 
Co-op 
Overfwaitea 
Dr. Manii 
All West Trading 
Cedar River Timber 
Lisa Webber 
Mrs Manji 
Co-op 
Cedar River Timber 
Overwaitea 
Cedar River Timber 
Julle Krozler 
A special thanks to our Auctioneer LEO 
Trover Muller 
DEJONG 
Hurricane Gilbert? A PCB fire 
or an unexpected tornado like 
the one that hit Edmonton las't 
summer'?. Ray Tank, area c6~ 
ordinator for Terrace Emergen- 
cy Services thinks we are. 
Through a plan he's been 
developing over the past two 
years ass  volunteer for the City 
of Terrace, the office first con- 
tacted (whether the RCMP, fire 
department or emergency 
health) phones Tank, who in 
turn contacts the public infor- 
mation officer and deputy co- 
ordinator of the emergency ser- 
vices team. From there, a whole 
range of emergency services can 
be put into place,• including sup- 
ply and transportation, com- 
munications, social services, 
emergency/public works, search 
and rescue, and more. 
"Hopefully the need for the 
plan will never occur," Tank 
says, "but 1 meet with section 
heads on a regular basis, and 
continue to update the emergen- 
cy services manual." 
The manual is intentionally 
simple, so that even a person un- 
familiar with the plan could pick 
it up and use it. It identifies 
resource agencies~ and keeps 
track of possible sources of food 
(local stores have about a ten 
days' supply over immediate 
needs) and shelter. A registra- 
tionsystem for evacuation that 
keeps confusion to a minimum is 
being developed, and a check list 
to be followed during an 
emergency has been worked out, 
"It 's putting to paper the 
common-sense response to an 
emergenc~', soyou don!t have to 
remember all the details in the 
heat of the moment." 
All public information an- 
nouncements would bemade by 
one person, so as to avoid con- 
flicting and confusing instruc- 
tions, ~eople crowding one 
bridge Or needed equipment 
going astray. A carefully 
TS 
Youth soccer picks 
new executive g rou p 
tion. The feeling at the meeting 
was he'll be Working in some 
capacity next year. 
• The ChristyPark controversy 
was tossed around, but nothing 
specific was decided-except 
regular play will start there next 
spring. 
The meeting was informed 
that B.C. Tel would be donating 
25 large and 25 small cones for 
use by the association. 
The question of appointing a
paid administrator due to the 
large roster of players and teams 
was again discussed; It was 
iaointed out that only two paid 
bosses exist outside the lower 
mainland, and one of those has 
resigned. 
A lack of medals for winning 
teams was talked over in length. 
It was left up to the new ex- 
ecutive to solve this situation, 
with the view that many in atten- 
dance were for it in the younger 
divisions. 
An interim treasurer's report 
indicated youth soccer ,spent 
$16,347.60 on  equipment .for. 
this year. The cost to send two 
under-10 teamsto a large tour- 
nament in B.C. Place stadium 
las't January came to $7,000. 
Sending teams for B.C. 
playdowns at Quesnel cost about 
$2,500, plus another $1,000 to  
send three teams to Prince 
George. 
.A complete financial report 
will be available by the end of 
The new Ter race  Youth  Soccer  execut ive  posed for our camera following a successful an- 
nual general meeting last week at the library. They still need lots of help to operate this 
600.player league. 
Minor Hockey's inter-city 
league involving rap teams in 
four di~,isions from Terrace, 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert gets 
underway this weekend with 
games Friday night and Satur- 
day morning at Terrace and in the immediate area to start 
Kitimat. . . . . . . . .  .... off. Prince Rupert Wiil'iikely 
Each team is scheduled to play have to travel out of the zone, 
16 games against Opponents in 
their age group until Jan. 27 
When playoffs get underway. 
They nominated eight, elected 
five, but will make the losing 
three into winners for next 
season. 
It happened last week at the 
Terrace Youth Soccer Associa- 
tion's annual general meeting, 
which attracted 30 people to the 
Library basement during the 
worst rainfall of the year. 
For the new executive, no 
votes were cast. Three of those 
nominated -- Joy Stevenson, 
Mary Harness and •Barry Eyolf- 
son -- agreed to take on one of 
several supervisory jobs for '89 
as elaborated by Bey Bujtas, the 
registrar. 
The other nominees - , Bujtas, 
Elizabeth Ball, Graham Palmer, 
Linda Bretfeld and John Hally 
--  will form next year's ex- 
ecutive and hold a mini-election 
to decide positions uch as presi-, 
dent,-secretary, etc. 
Bey Bujtas has alrea,dyagree d 
to continue as registrar. 
The meeting learned that 
registration was up slightly over 
1987 with 597 signed up this year 
compared to 586 last year. 
It was also agreed that 
players' fees would remain the 
same for '89. The fees run $35 
for 11 and older, and $25 for 10 
and younger, or a family fee of 
$7 5 Q r 4 
Outgoing presidem Don 
Highe said he'd put in a lot of 
time and felt youth soccer need- 
ed some fresh blood. So, Highe 
bowed out of an executive posi- this month. Teams are paired up  for 
" :double-header weekends. For 
example,,, atoms and bantams 
play Friday night and .Saturday 
morning at home or on the road. Ex-Rainmaker may 
Midgets and peewee have a coach Olympic team similar schedule. 
In each community, the 
younger teams play the Friday 
The Olympics are over for 
Canada's basketball team, and 
the coaching career of New York 
native Jack Donohue has a l so  
come to an end. 
Kermodes 8th 
The initial ratings for high 
school volleyball have been 
released and show two teams 
from our are a ranked in the top 
10. Under the girls senior double 
'AA' rankings, Teriace Cale- 
donia Kermodes are eighth on  
the list, while Smithers high 
school girls are ranked 10th. 
These teams opened their season 
last weekend in Smithers, where 
It's yet to be confirmed,, but 
it's highly likely that Donohue's 
job will go to former Prince 
Rupert Rainmaker, Ken Shields. 
Shields, who was a member of 
the high school Rainmakers' 
provincial championship team in 
1964, has coached the University 
of Victoria Vikings men's team 
to more than half-a-dozen na- 
tional college titles in the past 
decade. He's also been named 
coach-of-the-year several times. 
Donohue will remain' with our 
national squad as an advisor. 
The announcement  on 
Shields' appointment is expected 
after all the Olympic hoopla set- 
ties down. 
the home team beat Terrace in 
two games. A c e  fo r~ 
Volleybal Skoglund 
Junior Igtrls high school ' 
volleyball teams played a mini- 
tournament  in Smithers on 
~Wednesday. Bulkley Valley 
• Christian came out on top in the 
round-robin series on a six-win, 
two-loss record, Smithers was 
next at five-and-0ne, followed 
by Hazelton at three-and-five, 
,,~then Houston~atone'and'six, ~ - '  , 
night game at 8 o'clock while the 
older youths play at  10. At 
Prince Rupert and Kitimat, 
Saturday mornings have the 
young ones starting at 8 o'clock, 
followed by the older team at 12 
noon. 
Terrace's Saturday schedule 
varies from the other two. The 
young team goes at 10 a.m., 
followed by the older ones at 
noon. 
Even though each community 
is classified ifferent insofar as 
B.C. amateur hockey is concern- 
ed, the league still conducts 
playoffs within its boundaries. 
B.C.A.H,A. playoffs leading 
up to provincial finals are 
separate from the inter-city and 
take place after the league nds. 
Terrace teams will compete in  
triple 'AAA', which means a 
registration topping 250 players. 
However, the criteria for selec' 
tion to category is always based 
on registration over the past 
three years, and Terrace now has 
A former well-known Terrace a lower total. " 
resident has added his name to Hopes of dropping to 'AA' 
the long list of golfers making a this season have been dashed by 
perfect shot. Ray Skeglund, the governing body, Maybe next 
playing in a charity tournament year; 
at Vancouver. got a hole.in-one Prince Rupert has dropped to 
on a par.three hole and won a 
:trip to Holland for:his effort.- 
double ,AA' due to smaller sign, 
up* and Kitimat:;~has. n-.:even :Wednesday night at the Skeena 
A lack of interest by adult 
swimmers has forced the Terrace 
Teredos waterpolo club into an 
all-junior program for 1988-89. 
At the club's annual meeting 
last week, there was general 
agreement tooperate aboys and 
girls 13-to-19 group. Should 
adult interest be shown later, 
they could go back into a senior 
program. 
The meeting elected John 
Pollack as president and Laura 
Anderson as vice-president. 
John Dando takes on the 
secretary job while Marg 
McEwan is treasurer. Jim Highe 
will be director-at-large. 
Plans for the season include 
participation in the Northern 
B.C. Winter Games, attendance 
at provincial finals in the new 
year, and participation i possi- 
ble area tournaments. 
• A fee structure will be set up 
shortly. 
The first open workouts a re  
this Sunday, Oct. 9, at 5 p,m, at 
the Terrace pool. Another is 
planned for Monday the 10th at  
5 p.m. All interested should turn 
out. 
Local sports this week 
The first annual Aluminum 
City squash tournament runs 
this week from Wednesday to" 
Sunday at Kitimat's Tamitik, 
Persons interested in Terrace 
ladies basketball can attend 
workouts Thursday nights at 
8:30 at Skeena High School 
gym. 
Terrace men's basketball 
starts this week with general 
workouts Tuesday and Thurs- 
day nights at 9 o'clock in the 
Caledonia High School gym. 
Newcomers welcome. 
Players interested in the Ter- 
race commercial hockey league 
should contact Benita 
Valley golf club. 
Terrace minor baseball invites 
interested peqple to attend the 
annual' northern meeting o f  
Babe Ruth baseball, which will 
b~ held thls:c0ining Saturday at 
11 a.m. at Hudson Bay Lodge in 
Smithers. 
Tickets are on sale now at 
Kitimat's Tamitik for the ex.hibi, 
tion hockey game Oct' 21 when 
Kitimat Selects host the NHL's 
Rammer All-Stars a team Of 
former pro players. Fans will 
likely see such former greats as 
Darryi Sittler, Reggie Leach, 
Steve Shutt and others, i! 
Chapdelaine at635-3930; The All Seasons Steelers ladies 
The final Terrace men's golf .indoor soccer team plays every 
club scramble, sponsored by Thursday from 7:30 to 9 o'clock 
Totem Furniture and Appliances 
and the Furniture Barn, has 
been rescheduled for th is  
at Thornhill Primary Schooli 
Newcomers welcome, Informa- 
tion --  El izabeth Mair, 
63S-0028, ~ 
hockey league Inter city [ ]  . ,.*!~ ! 
kating Friday off and s ~::~: ~' i.i :i: ~ ' 
• " ,~ ' i •  ~ ~: '  
smaller egistration and is now and TerracewoUld faee Prifice 
considered single 'A' for com- George starting out. i .  
petition. The lengthy hockey season I s  
What it all adds up to is that now underway. 
for B.C.A.H.A. playoffs, For this weekend,  it's 
Kitimat will have teams to play Kitimat's atoms and bantams at 
Terrace, and Terrace peewees 
and midgets at Kitimat. Prince 
Rupert teams enjoy a bye. 
Teredos go all-lun or 
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Fitz  pat--rick d ropped -to 
-minors by L.A. Kings 
Too much pressure playing with Gretzky and 
company and some professional seasoning are 
the reasons given by the NHL's Los Angeles 
Kings for shipping Kitimat's Mark Fitzpatrick 
to their American Hockey League farm team at 
New Haven. 
The super junior hockey star that led 
Medicine Hat Tigers to two consecutive 
Memorial Cup junior titles was sent down to 
the AHL's Nighthawks on Sept. 25, despite a 
solid training camp with the Kings. 
General manager Rogie Vachon said he was 
keeping three veteran etminders to give them 
first crack at permanent berths. He added that 
with the Kings playing their first five games at 
home, the pressure on Mark would be too ex- 
treme. 
Like Jeff Sharpies of Detroit a year ago, it's 
quite likely Fitzpatrick will be back in the NHL 
before the season's midway mark. 
By the way, Sharpies' Red Wings are at Los 
Angeles for the season opener tomorrow night. 
Terrace Minor Hockey attracted 50 :people to a recent meeting where parents probed ex- 
ecutive members about the Operation of the league. Play gets underway this weekend. 
Gas conversion grantsrenewed 
• A program to convert vehicles 
to natural gas has been ~newed, 
with a $500 grant available to 
consumers. The program is cost- 
shared by the B.C. and federal 
governments, as well as B.C. 
Hydro, Inland Natural Gas, 
ICG Utilities, and Pacific Nor- 
them Gas. 
In addition to this, Pacific 
Northern offers grants of $300 
per cylinder (maximum two 
Steelhead quotas-up 
As Fish and Wildlife Branch 
personnel continue to monitor 
the progress of returning 
steelhead moving further• up the 
Skeena and Nass Rivers, catch 
limits for anglers are undergoing 
adjustment. 
Last week regional' fisheries 
biologist Bob ~ooton announc- 
ed that the one-fish-per-year 
limit has been lifted from most 
of the Skeena and Nass River 
systems and reverted to the one- 
The exceptions are the Copper 
River and its tributaries 
upstream of the Highway 16 
bridge, the Bulkley River up- 
stream from the Barrett Station 
railway bridge, and the Morice 
River. Hooton said these areas 
are currently occupied by a par- 
ticularly weak run of steelhead 
that entered the Skeena during 
July and the spawning fish are 
still under need of protection. 
tanks) per conversion. The total 
cost to the driver can drop from 
$2,500 to $1,400 with both 
grants. Using natural gas saves 
consumers approximately 50 
percent of their fuel costs. 
Dave Storey, manager of 
Farwest Fuels, says his company 
also offers discounts for pur- 
chases paid in cash or financed 
on a home heating account. " I f  
you have natural gas heating at 
your hom e or business, you can 
walk in here with no money 
down, and finance the coversion 
over one to 24 months." Interest 
rates for the financing is 12 and 
a quarter percent. 
The program has been offered 
in different parts of Canada 
under a varying set of rules since 
the early '80's, with the $500 
per-day, two-per-month quotas Further  informat ion is provincial-federal grant being 
lmstr available in the Northwest for 
stated in the B.C. Freshwater available from the local M" " y i 
Fishing Regulations Synopsis. of Environment office, about two years. 
CANADIAN AIRLINES SETS WINTER SCHEDULE 
TERRACE --  Canadian Air- a.m. The return flight leaves departs Terraceat6!25, going to 
lines International service be' Terrace at 9:45, getting to Van- Vancouver via Smlthers Mon- 
tween Terrace and Vancouver couver at 11:55 after a stop in day, Thursday, Friday and Sun- 
will be on an altered winter Smithers. day with an arn.va! time of S.3hS- 
schedule beginning Oct. 31. On Tu~.o~Y t aneO s Wh~oan;~;;inc: 
The daily morning service, Flight 678 will operate every return mg g 
flight 627, will depart Van- day but Saturday, leaving Van- Rupert, arriving in Vancouver at 
couver at 7:50 a.m., flying direct couver at 4:30 p.m. and arriving 8:45. 
to Terrace and arriving at 9:15 in Terrace at 5:55. The return leg 
I 
---outh Soccer needs 
more volunteers 
According to Terrace Youth Soccer registrar Bey Bujtas, 
the 600-player association can use a lot more adult help, and 
she has specific ideas along these lines. 
At the Sept. 28 annual general meeting, Bey rattled off a 
lengthy list of positions to be filled by one or more people to 
help youth soccer an more smoothly. She also pointed out 
that many jobs have been combined in the past by overwork- 
ed executive people. 
"we  tried a new one last season --  a statistician for each 
divisioff," she told the gathering of 30 people. "These people 
collected scores from each game to make it easier at the end of 
the season to total up points to determine l ague champions. 
It also helped in setting up the playoffs." 
" I 'd  like us to try for a position of course co-ordinator. 
This would organize coaches and referee clinics, and set up 
youth training sessions. Referee clinics are the key issue 
because we're really short of officials." 
She also said they could use a mini-soccer co-ordinator for 
the 16 under-10 teams that play seven-a-side games. This per- 
son would oversee the operation and work with coaches on 
problems. 
Division heads should be appointed for each age group to 
alleviate conflicts and settle minor situations that arise along 
the way. 
" I 'm in favor of field managers -- a few people assigned tO 
ensure playing fields are marked out with lime on game days. 
Two or three volunteers could handle this." 
Bey said she'd like one person to arrange for out-of-town 
games with Prince Rupert and Kitimat, especially. Anofher 
person could be put in charge of pre-paid team pictures, en- 
suring they get to the youngsters or parents that bought hem. 
"A game scheduler is most necessary as well," she pointed 
out. "He or she could set up Wurnaments in addition to 
regular league." 
Bujtas said a very important aspect is to have someone go 
to the high schools to talk with girls about their division. 
"We have four girls teams at present, and I'd really like to 
see more girls involved so that we wouldn't have to have girls 
as young as l l  and old as 16 playing on the same teams." 
Bey hopes all these aspects are set up for next season. The 
new executive will be working towards these changes, but 
volunteers are asked to come forth now. 
If you'd like to get involved with youth soccer, phone Bev 
Bujtas at 635-3719. 
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.... ' a ledoma . New v ce-principal sett les in .at  C ' . . . . .  
supervision and entered the sys- took place -- two in programm- working here," said Frey shortly 
Marc Freyi ( see  a very strong staff, a nicely equipped 
school, and a gOrgeous community. 
1984, moved to the County of 
Wetaskiwin's Central Office as 
an Administrative Consultant to 
the district's 12 schools. 
Frey spent three years in 
Wetaskiwin administrat ion 
overseeing enrichment programs 
for gifted and talented students, • 
doing teacher and school evalua- 
tions, and as the district's com- 
puter consultant. In working 
with programs for gifted and 
talented students, Frey visited all 
district schools to ensure that ef- 
fective programs .were in place 
and to help, principals and 
teachers with student selection. 
He worked closely with all 
Marc Frey, the new Caledonia 
Senior Vice-Principal, brings a 
wealth of teaching and adminis- 
trative experience to the school. 
With 11 years of teaching at the 
Junior/Senior Secondary level 
and three years of administrative 
experience, Frey should prove to 
be avaluable asset o Caledonia. 
Following high school gradua- 
tion in 1968, Frey entered the 
University of Alberta where he 
earned a degree in geography. In
1973 Frey enrolled at the Univer- 
sity of British Columbia and 
spent one and a half years tudy- 
ing architecture. He then return- 
ed to the University of Alberta 
in 1976, and one year later 
received his diploma in educa- 
tion. 
His teaching career began that 
same year in Wetaskiwin,Alber- 
ta, where he taught Art and 
Social Studies at the Secondary 
level for the County of We taski- 
win. Five years later he moved 
into the field of .Special Educa- 
tion and three years later, in 
! 
i 
, 
tern "very slawly and easily", 
Frey says. 
As a computer consultant, 
Frey offered professional ssist- 
ance to teachers and also intro- 
duced new programs into the 
Wetaskiwin educational system. 
One of his favorites, "Computer 
Olympics", began in 1987. As 
explained by Frey, as many com- 
puters and printers as could be 
found were "packed" into a 
single gym and all junior high 
students from Wetaskiwin 
County collected for the event. 
The morning session consisted 
of s ix  competitive events: 
BASIC programming, LOGO 
graphics, word processing, 
spreadsheets, data base and an 
open category. In the afternoon, 
three member teams were select- 
ed randomly and five events 
inn and three in computer ap-. 
plications. Frey explains that in 
addition to the spirit of competi- 
tion and learning about com- 
puters, the event forced students 
to meet and learn from others as 
well as show off their ownper- 
sonal skills. 
In 1987 Frey left the district 
office for the position of Vice 
Principal of Ma-Me-O Junior 
Senior High School 25 miles 
west of Wetaskiwin. This was 
his last position in Alberta 
before moving to the Northwest. 
Although Frey did attend 
UBC for two years, this is his 
first full time posting in B.C. 
and his first time ever in the 
Northwest --  but it doesn't ap- 
pear he will have any difficulty 
making the transition. 
" I 'm looking~:forward to 
after moving to Terrace. "Isee a 
very strong staff, a nicely equip- 
ped school, and a gorgeous com- 
munity." 
He said that after only a short 
time in Terrace he found the 
community to be friendly and 
welcoming• "I 'm most impress- 
ed with the pride and strength of 
the community," he explained. 
."You get that in other com- 
munities but I'm really impress- 
ed --they're so proud of this 
town." 
Frey is joined in Terrace by 
his wife, Linda, and three 
children" eight-year:old Sarah 
who is in Grade three, .twelve- 
year-old Jesse, who is attending 
Grade 8 at,Skeena Junior Secon- 
dary, and 17-year-old Adrian 
who will be studying at North- 
west Community College. 
B.C. Tel seeking: revised rates, 
st ructure for long d is tance 
Proposals by B.C. Tel to communities howed interest, request o the Vancouver office 
decrease long distance charges 
and expand toll-free Calling 
areas are being presented to the 
CRTC following a month of 
public hearings. Interim approv- 
al was given by the Canadian 
Radio and Telecommunications 
Commission to lower long 
distance rates within B.C. as of 
they could get a two-way EAS." 
The-rate increase on your 
monthly phone billis based on a 
formula taking distance and 
population into account. The 
rate increase for a two-way EAS 
between Peachland and West- 
brook, for example, which are 
about 30 miles apart, is a $5:.05 
March, and lowermost long dis- surcharge on top of the basic 
tance rates in June. But the pro- - line charge. 
posal generating the most in- Aiyansh, approximately 90 
terest is the Extended Area Ser- 
vice plan. 
Kathleen Meers~ public affairs 
manager for .BC Tel in Prince 
George, explains, "The Extend- 
ed Area Service plan provides a
flat-rate calling charge between 
exchanges. For example, if Kiti- 
mat applied for a one-way EAS 
to Terrace, they could call with 
no long distance charges, but 
their monthly line rate would in- 
crease. If a plebiscite in both 
kilometers northwest of Terrace, 
has aii exchange ofabout |25 
phone lines. In early spring they 
got a one-way EAS to Terrace. 
For a one-line residence, the 
monthly rate went from $6.25 to 
$935, giving them unlimited 
free calls to Terrace. Under the 
old system, abill of $9.75 would 
have meant about 10 minutes of 
talking to Terrace. 
Jerry Bakker, network super- 
visor at BC Tel in Terrace, said a 
for EAS typically comes in from 
the community's Chamber of 
Commerce, Band Council, or an 
individual. If the plan looks 
feasible, a plebiscite is held, re- 
quiring~a 50 percent plus one 
m~iority: to go ahead. The com- 
munity is then asked to demon- 
strate that they are dependent on 
the.. other center's ervices, for 
exsmple the hospi ta l ,  fire 
department ormerchants. 
Then the job is engineered, 
with facilities changed by adding 
new circuits, putting in electron- 
ic decoders, or other technical 
work. Bakker explained the 
work takes about six months, 
depending on existing facilities. 
In the case of Aiyansh, the dial- 
ing Of 635, 638, and 798 ex- 
changes had to be recognized by 
the system as being 4ocal calls. 
The process is complicated by 
cont inued on page 22 
teachers and schools as far as 
evaluations were concerned -- 
particularly with new teachers. 
New teachers beginning their 
careers in Wetaskiwin county 
district had a great deal of sup- 
port through a program called ~ C 'a f~ 
"initiation to Teaching" which ~ Polly' 
Frey administered for two years. Fine Dining 
Through this program, begin- in quiet s:roundingsl  
ning teachers worked under. ~ ~  Chinese & Western Cuisine 
5 p.m. 10 p.m. ~ .o..-~U.;: lo:ao a.m. - mlaatoht 
4620 Lakelse Avenue Fa. & sat. lO:3O a.m. - 1 a.m. 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. - -  10 p.m. 
(m.814"1 638. 848=838.8034 ! 
.r = / 
" "  CAT( .  I i i I I  m s  m l - ~ F  
~i V|sit the Northern Motor Inn, for 
ii nightly entertainment. Come to 
where th eL ACTION is. : 
3"086 Hwy. 16 East 
635-6375 
i 
RESTAURANT 
• ~..~-",('~' Chinese & Canadian Food ? .~-  Specializing in  Ch inese  
-/~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ]I~| Cuis ine  and  Canad ian  
Men - Wed 11:30 a m -- I0:00 p m l 
l~_  Th,rsd,~, 1me a.,,,. - H-oo ~.,,.,-~,- D ishes  
Fr i  - Sat 11:30 a.m. -- I;00 a.m. ~ [~1 4606Grelg Ave., IorTake.Out 
Sunday 12:00 a.nt. I0:00 Terrace, B.C. Ph; 635-6184 
4643 Park A venue P'm'635"611~i 
Copper 
Gr i l l  °,,,. 6ss.66s0 
i This spot coUld i Terrace Hotel 
be yours far only For your dining pleasure we hove 
=46o ,, expanded our Copper Grill Restaurant 
hours. 7 i 
: ~ 7 a.m. to 9 p.m,, ' " 
• i i i' 
i 
i 
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'YoUth Centre 
askscity 
for funding 
assistance 
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TERRACE -- The city's Rec- 
reation and Community Services 
Committee will be taking a look 
at a request from the Terrace 
Youth Society fo r  financial 
assistance. According to Ella 
Goodlad, chairperson for the 
society's fund raising commit- 
tee, the request is necessary 
because they have been inform- 
ed by the provincial government 
that any funding for the project 
Will not be available until 1990. 
According to Goodlad, the 
Terrace Youth Centre has been ' 
open since March 4 of this year 
and the society's 26 member/ 
volunteers have worked hard to 
establish a recreational facility 
• to help youth realize their p0ten- 
tial and develop their own per- 
• sonal strengths. And the 
response by local youth, she 
says, has been tremendous. 
"There have been as many as 30 
youths using the center on a 
busy evening." 
But due to limited human and 
financial resources, the center 
has been limited to opening only 
on Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday from 7 to 10 p.m, "The 
Terrace Youth Society is very 
pleased with its efforts and 
results achieved to date, but this 
is only the beginning. Our objec- 
tive is to continuously strive to 
develop programs and activities 
to better meet  the youths, 
needs," says Goodlad. 
Although delayed a couple of weeks due to weather, the Skeena Sawmills annual company picnic took place at 
the Thornhill Community Grounds Sept. 18 to provide a day of family fun for all Skeena employees. No one went 
hungry with an endless supply of corn on the cob, barbecued hamburgers and ice cream on hand ,-- and 
everyone kept active playing volleyball or horseshoes or competing in the tug-of-war. 
I Local employment 
bursts back through 
11.5 percent barrier 
Terrace's unemployment rate 
rose above 11.5 percent again, 
meaning we're back to the old 
system requiring ten weeks of 
work in order to qualify for 
benefits. Act ing assistant 
manager at the Terrace Employ- 
ment Centre, Gall Gourie, said 
the new system was in effect for 
four weeks, until September 18. 
"Anyone Who filed during 
that time and was told they 
didn't have enough weeks to 
qualify will be getting a notice. 
They may wish to contact our 
office to re-file," she said. 
When the rate is under 11.5 
percent, those seeking benefits 
must fulfill a number of re- 
quirements, including more than 
ten weeks o f  work in some job 
categories, in order to qualify. 
When the area has a higher ate 
of unemployment, all are re- 
quired to have a basic ten weeks. 
Looking at employmefit sta- 
tistics over the years, it appears 
the upswing in the local  
L 
I 
. ,  i 
Wit n ess aid S poli ce 
in arrest of vandal 
TERRACE --  Terrace RCMP 
are crediting•a local citizen for 
supplying information that 
enabled them to arrest a20-year- 
old male driver from Terrace 
who is accused of damaging the 
Christy Park soccer fields by 
driving over them with a vehicle. 
The incident occurred about 
6:30 a.m, Sept. 25. The man has 
been charged with icommitting 
mischief in relation to public 
property, impaired riving, driv- 
ing without vehicle insurance 
and operating an unlicensed 
vehicle. He will appear in Ter- 
race provincial court to answer 
the charges Oct. 28. 
A blown tire has been iden- 
tified by Terrace ROMP as the 
cause of  a motor vehicle acci- 
dent near Big Oliver Creek on 
Highway 16 Sept. 22. A 1981 
Chevette driven by a 23-year-old 
Stewart man left the road and 
rolled over. Damage to the car is 
estimated at $4,000, but the 
driver escaped without injuries. 
The Terrace detachment of 
• the RCMP have accumulated a 
large Collection of bicycles 
they've recovered that were 
reported as lost or stolen. They 
are requesting anyone who has 
filed such a report o check with 
the detachment and claim their 
bikes. 
Bicycles can be claimed be- 
tween 8 a.m. and  4 p.m. 
weekdays by presenting a
description of the bike and a 
summary of information given 
at the time it reported as being 
lost or stolen. This notice does 
not apply to people who have 
had their bicycles registered 
through the marking program. 
Juanita Hart mourned 
contdbuted by Mamle Ked)y ~ 1988, even though terminally ill, 
Juanita Thelma Hart, wifeof to share ~her memories and pic- 
J• Hart, former resident: of tures with friends in Rosswood 
Kalum Lake, ~passed~ swap and Terrace. 
• September31, 1988, at her home 
• in Everett, Washington. 'Mrs. Hart is survived by her 
:* Mrs. Hart first came to live at • sister Evelyn, daughter J• Ann 
the Hart farm on Kalum Lakei'n Carlson, sons Bill and TOm, 
i938. She returned to Kalum four grandchildren and two 
Lake, ori the last week oF July' great grandchildren. ' 
economy, bringing •Terrace 
under the 11.5 rate and into the 
variable weeks system, was sim- 
ply part of the cyclical nature of 
work in the area. In past sum- 
mers, unemplyment dipped to 
11.7 percent (July, 1987), 11.6 
(1986), and 12.8 (1985), while 
January unemployment for 
those years were 15.3,14.0, and 
16.4 percent. 
In 1988, unemployment rates 
in Terrace have ranged from a 
high of 12.8 percent in January 
to 10 percent in June. The cut- 
off number of 11.5 percent has 
remained the same since 1971, 
when a revision to the Unem- 
ployment Insurance Act brought 
in the variable ntrance require- 
ment. 
"It was the first time in years 
that we had under 11.:5 percent 
employment," Gourlie said. 
Property for Sale 
Proposals •re invited for the purchase of • 
property be•ring civic number 346 Stiles 
P1•ce, I~lnoe Rupert, B.G., being • parcel ot 
land legally d~dbud as part of Block 4 of 
Wotedront Block E. containing more or lees 
.184 •ore of land tegethm with the 
Improvements thereon being • purpose. 
Built radio studio and office building of 
• pproxlmltely 5800 square feet of ~(~e 
Inol~llng blsement, AIIo I pJmel m tuna 
on 8tikle Place contldnln~ mo¢o or leml 
S,O~6 .qum, hint, toO•try dmcylbed as Lots 
2, 3 and 4, Block 12, I~Dtloe One, M•p w.4, 
Prlnce Rupert, B,C. 
Proposals should be addrooeqKI to 
the Corn•rate Real Estate Oe~t ,  
¢onmdlln Oromdeaultlng Coqo~itlmt, P.O. 
BOa 84"/11, OttaWa, ~ KIG 3J5, to 
entre not Mtor thin 13 noon on Friday, 
OotoU~ 14, sew, A depoe, of t0 
'shOUld eocompany .the plr~q~m/and 
envelope aihould be Id~ifl~d u "Prllme 
Ruler Prola~". 
TheCmpomtlon IS not Bmmd to I:cept the 
hlghut m any moored. 
lORe 
British Columbia Legislative Assembly 
SELECT STANDING COMMfi~EE 
ON . . . .  
FINANCE, CROWN CORPORATIONS AND GOVERNMENT SERVICES 
FINANCIAL PLANNING INDUSTRY 
PUBLIC HEARINGS 
Monday, October 17, 1988 
Commencing 9:00 a.m. 
The Westin Bayshore 
1601 West Georgia Street 
VANCOUVER 
• . !  
Tuesday, October 18, 1988 
Commencing 9:00 a.m. 
Capri Hotel 
1171 Harvey Avenue 
KELOWNA 
Tuesday, October 25, 1988 
Commencing 9:00 a.m. 
Douglas Fir Committee Room 
Parliament Buildings 
VICTORIA 
The purpose of these public hearings is for the Committee 
to receive submissions respecting the financial planning 
and advisory industry in British Columbia. 
Those wishing to appear at any of the above locations 
should notify the Clerk of Committees as soon as 
possible. 
Address all correspondence or inquiries to: 
Mr. Craig H. James, 
Clerk of Committees, 
Room 236, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, British Columbia 
VgV 1)(4 
Telephone: 356-2933 Fax~ 387-2813 
MEMBERS: ' 
Mr. Jim Rabbitt, M.L.A. (Chairman) ~ '~ ~ 
Hen. B. Smith, (Deputy Chairman) . . . .  
Hen. M. Couvelier 
Hen. J. Jansen 
Hen. A. Ree 
Hen. E. Veitch 
H I I I I I I I I I I  I I "1 '  I I 
Mr. G. Clark, M.L.A.  
Mr. C. D'Arcyo M,L.A. ~ ~ :, : 
Ms. D. Marzari, M.L,A. ' ; 
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I PRO.TECH ELECTRONIC EN G!NEERING ,NOU~111I|S LTD.) 
IF IT S ELECTRONIC 
WE SERVICE IT" 
SERVICE - -  T.V. RENTALS 
Repairs On All Home Entertainment 
Appliances 
Also Cdmmercial & Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
SAlIEU.ITET.V. 
1635-51341 
4Sll) LAKELSE, TERRACE 
LOADER, BACKHOE, TRUCKING 
KEN'S TRUCKING LTD. 
Top Soil ,  Pit Run, Crush, Snow P lowing  
Water  Lines and  Sept ic  Systems 
P.O. Box 1007 
Terrace, B.C. 635.7519 ' 
635-7400 
Retail Shirt Shop Now Opem!  I 
at 3211 Kalum Street i 
(next to Terrace Drugs)  I 
Wholesale Silk-Screening Available I 
For Your Team, Comp~ any o-r Association J 
Come See What's Newl I 
635-7731 ! 
HeN or AL 
MUFFLER CENTRE 
"If you're satisfied, tell others 
• . .  if not . . ,  tell us." 
4918 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 
TOTAL 
BUSINESS SER¥1CES 
~TYPING 
, VOICE PAGERS,  PHOTOCOPYING 
~24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
638-8195 
-3238 Kolum St., Terrace, B.C., V8G 2N4 
WEB OFFSET 
PROMOTIONAL CONSULTANTS 
PRINTERS and PUBLISHIRS 
Ul:' 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
Call on our Design Team . 
635-7840 
! . '~  
To' ! 
i 
Your complete 
source for all 
your heating 
needs. 
Northwest consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
It' Guide i .i~ ~i"; ~ ; "~ ',,!~, ?,.~ ~ :=,~ 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBCclaims handled pr0iiiptly *= 
638-1166 
C:HANGES 
TOTAL HAIR CARE 
2803 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
~, Wolfe Tanning System 
v, LANZA products 
Phone |or on oppo i ,~hnent  
635-9666 
CONTRACTING 
Residential --  Commercial 
• I~lconlel e.. Roof Decks 
• Sundecks 
IurcoRcd TM pluthdck'": dumdek 
4-3916 MOUNTAINVIEW AVE. 635-5859 
TERRACE, B.C. 
m 
I. HI.QUALITY BELTING & I 
I~- CONTRACTING SERVICES I 
| Inflatable_.BOathRep:l~  | 
I . Durable Hig Q Y | 
I Vulcanizing Repel rs-~ I 
I ~ We specialize in conveyor belt | 
! installations, splicing, and repairs | 
i vulcanizing • and pulley lagging i 
16se'sss° 2' HOUR seev,ce 63~0~ I
f ~  ust Protection for 
New and Used 
Commercial& 
638-1876 Resldentlal 
Nathan Woddell - Electrical Contractor 
4931 Lozelle Ave., Terrace 
• - | 
- Customer service is our No. 1 priority 
- First quality shop service 
~_ Fas L friendly and efficient 
full service• attendants 
- Complete personalized service . . . .  
• Prices ore VERY Competitive • 
AWWA Investments Ltd. 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 1988 
4630 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638.1168 
j 
e; 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30.10:30 daily 
270iS. Kalum 635-6180 
Sales and Service for 
• ~Motorcy©les * Chalneawe " '  ~ 
: S nowmoMles * Medne Supplies 
SKIDOO 
~! ~! T£RRAC£ , EQIJIPMENT ~I~ii 
~LE$ LTD 
........ ~ 444i Lskelse Ave., Terrace , .  Ph' 635"6384 ~ 
• ,~ ~ ,~ f l  ~ " ii! i ii !!!!!i!!!!!!!i!!i!i! i i ilil !i 
Retail financing: 
a .case in point 
In the preceding columns, we discussed 
the various types of financing that are 
available to retailers and other small 
business owners. In this and in the next 
two columns, we tell how a retailer decid- 
ed to expand and what happened when he 
went to the bank for a loan. 
The ABC Hardware is located in a 
small town whose rural character, as hap, 
by Phil Hartl Manager, Terrace pens to those small towns located within 
reach of a big city, is changing as more 
Federal Business city folk move there. '. 
Development Bank 
The business is owned, free and clear, by Tom Jones, an 
engaging and knowledgeable man in his early thirties. Tom is a 
native of the town and graduated from high school into a job as 
stock boy for ABC Hardware, and subsequently clerk and then 
manager for its aging owner. 
He bought he business five years ago with a loan from his 
family. Since then he has introduced many improvements and the 
business has prospered. Tom has been able to repay the family 
loan and set aside savings of his own. 
The townsfolk think of Tom as one of their more promising 
businessmen, and this is reflected in the growing volume of his 
trade. Tom, in fact, is not only doing more business than the 
previous owner; the business he is doing is changing. 
Under the previous owner, the store was stocked primarily with 
the tools and other hardware needed by farmers. But with the ci- 
ty folk moving into the new subdivisions on the outskirts of 
town, there is a strengthening demand for household hardware. 
Tom's immediate problem is that he hasn't he space to stock 
both farm and household hardware in the volume and variety 
wanted by his present mix of customers. He has decided the 
answer to the problem is to lease the premises next door, thereby 
doubling his floor space. 
But, to do that, Tom thinks he will need about $60,000. New 
fixtures, furniture and leasehold improvements will cost, he 
estimates, about $40,000. New inventory will cost about $20,000. 
Torn doesn't anticipate any problem about obtaining the 
$60,000 from his bank. The manager knows him well and has 
Often remarked on the success that Tom is making of the 
business. More to the point, when Tom took over, the bank con- 
tinued the $10,000 operating line, secured by accounts 
receivables, that it had extended to the previous owner. 
lnthe circumstances, it is easy to understand Tom's initial 
disappointment when, on being approached for the $60~000 loan, 
the bank manager is hesitant o commit himself. ' " ' 
" It  looks like a good deal", he tells Tom, "but before 1 make 
the loan, I'll want to know more than you are tdling me with 
your estimates of what you need. Furthermore, it's in both our 
interests that I make you the right kind of loan, that is one which 
you can carry with the least cost." 
After some further discussion, during which the banker told 
Tom what he wanted in the way of financial information, market 
projections and the. like, they parted, with the banker arranging 
to visit the store in the next few days. 
To be continued. 
W•Tehatcver you wear .  ~'~ ' " cleat1 witl,x ear¢ .~)  
c2ie1 ar a [eaners 
  Wednesday is 
SHIRT 
II llll|tl DAY 
N tlllili  only 
s11° 
Men's or Ladies' cotto 
dress or business shirts 
expertlY laundered 
.Drop off point at  Thornhil l  Market  
.Best, most  Rel iable and Cleanest 
Service around ' .... 
.Only DRIVE--THRU in • toWn * 
Ih00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m..Monday to Friday 
11:'30 a.m.-S:3e p.m..S~turday 
KIODIIi CORNER FROM THE POST OFFICE 
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Aerial photography and ground study 
update local maps --f irst since 1974 
Two years ago, specially 
equipped planes started flying 
low over Terrace, snapping 
detailed pictures with a $150,000 
camera having a hundred times 
the format and a sharper lens 
than the best 35 mm camera. 
"It 's not quite like the spy 
camera Used by the CIA," a 
spokesperson said. 
No, it's not the KGB, or the 
Americans eyeing our water 
resources, it's the provincial 
Ministry of Crown Lands and 
the City of Terrace updating our 
topographical, land use and 
flood plane maps through aerial 
photography. Terrace's senior 
draftsman Jack Hepplewhite 
said the 1986 to 1988 prelect 
provides us with more current 
information, with the last 
topographical map being made 
in 1974. "There has been 
changes over the years in the 
river bank - -  it's getting closer 
and closer to Frank Street," he 
said. 
Gary Sawajama, director of 
the surveys and mapping branch 
of Crown Lands explained the 
planes started flying over Ter- 
race in June, 1986. The 
photography was complemented 
by survey work on the ground so 
that the scale of large buildings, 
railway lines and highways visi- 
ble from the air can be accurate- 
ly determined. 
The mapping covers 20,000 
hectares, and extends north of 
Terrace to include a sizeable 
water shed, which Hepplewhite 
said would be useful for city 
water planning and develop- 
ment. 
The maps are currently being 
further updated by city staff to 
reflect any changes since the 
summer of 1986, such as proper- 
ty development. Hepplewhite 
said the land use map will be 
labelled with both street ad- 
dresses and B.C. Assessment 
folio numbers, to make com- 
munication between depart- 
ments easier. Also, if the city 
decides to computerize their 
mapping system, the folio 
continued on page 14 
B C. GAS . [] 
EXCHANGEABLE 
.._, BONDS 
i ii!!i 
i 
I I - -  " " - ' • " " 
, ,  , I I F , I  l 
On sale October 11th. 
Guaranteed bythe Provi.ce of British Col.mbia 
B.C. Gas Inc,, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Inland Natural Gas Co. Ltd., now owns property ana assets formerly 
held by the Mainland Gas Division of B.C. Hydro. B.C. Gas is the sole distributor of natural gas in the Greater 
Vancouver and Fraser Valley areas of British Columbia, As a result of its acquisition of B.C. Gas, Inland-is now 
the fourth largest gas utility in Canada based on number of customers, serving 535,800 or 95% of gas users 
in British Columbia. 
Here are Just a few good reasons why B.C. Gas 
Exchangeable Bonds are a natural investment for 
British Columbians... 
Exclusive Offering Only British Columbia 
investors are invited to participate In this unique 
Investment opportunity. 
A t t rac t ive  Terms Bonds mature three 
years from the date of Issue, but may be cashed, at 
the holder's option, for full principal value plus 
accumulated Interest on May 1or November 1 
of each year prior to maturity. Competitive interest 
Is payable annually and may be adjusted every six 
months, The Interest rate will be announced on or 
about October 7,1988. 
Special Exchange Feature 
An additional benefit is the special exchange 
feature, You will have an option to exchange the 
Bonds for common shares of Inland Natural Gas 
Co. Ltd. (The common shares of Inland are not 
guaranteed by the Province.) 
Desirable B C Gas Exchangeable Bonds 
provide you with the security of a government 
guaranteed bond as well as the added growth potential 
from the special exchange feature. 
Umited OffeFof fer lng is limited to 
$150,000,000 on a first come,.first served basis. 
Bonds can be purchased in amounts between $500 
and $50,000 subject to a maximum purchase limit 
of $10,000 during the first 3 selling days.* 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CONTACT YOUR INVESTMENT DEALER OR PHONE, 
TOLL FREE, THE B.C. GAS EXCHANGEABLE BOND 
LINE AT: 
1-800-663-1676 
8:00am-8:00pm-Monday-Frlday 
8:00am- 5:00pm-Saturday 
*The maximum purchase limit may be changed at 
any time during the selling period. 
, "  , . r . .  
~:i ~: "¸~ " ' ?  i~:- ~ ~;!: /~,: ' i !  ~,:': 
. . :~  .~= .~4.~ ¸ ~ ~ " 
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-October proci-ai me d 
Block Parents' mont,, 
Is your child safe on our city 
streets'?. The fact that harm 
could come to any child at any 
time shouldn't be overstated to 
the point of causing unnecessary 
alarm --  but neither should an 
awareness of the problem be ig- 
nored. Even when parents 
acknowledge the fact that some 
danger does exist, a way of pro- 
tatting their children while still 
allowing them a reasonable 
amount of freedom is a difficult 
task. 
by Tod Strachan 
But there is a solution - -  
Block Parents. And that's why 
the city has recognized October 
as "Block Parent Month" and 
declared the week of the 24th 
and 30th as "Block Parent 
Week", to create an awareness 
that Block Parents are there who 
can take over in the event of an 
emergency when you're not 
around. 
And the program works, says 
Norma Bohle, coordinator for 
the Terrace and District Block 
Parent Association. " I f  a child 
is hurt, lost, or being bothered 
by a stray dog or a stranger - -  
they only need to look for the 
red and white sign in the window 
of a neighboring home to find 
help," explains Bahia. And she 
adds that every school child 
knows what to do. Members of 
the association visit all the 
schools in the area, talk to the 
children, and show them educa- 
tional videos. 
What is required however, is 
for more parents to discover the 
program and get involved. There 
are about 200 Block Parents in 
the area, all of whom have filled 
out a questionnaire and been 
cleared by the RCMP. Some of 
these people are parents with 
children of their own, some are 
seniors with grandchildren, 
some are single with no children 
at all, but they all have one thing 
in common --  they all want to 
provide a safe haven if it is ever 
required. 
To find out how you can 
become involved, phone Bahia 
at 635-4845 or the association's 
public relations person, Jennifer 
Smith, at 635-6016. As Bohle ex- 
plains: the program already has 
a great deal of public support 
but there can never be enough 
volunteers. "We need enrol- 
ment," she says. "The more 
Block Parents we have, the bet- 
ter protected ~re our children." 
Maps - -  continued from page 13 
number homework will be done. 
Sawajama said the Terrace 
project was cost-shared, with the 
province paying $28,000 and the 
city kicking in $19,000. A Se- 
cond project the province is 
undertaking on its own is flood 
plane mapping of 60,000 hec- 
tares around Lakelse Lake. This 
$300,000 project will be corn- 
pleted at the end of March, 
1989, and willl also detail 
property lines. 
The new maps of Terrace are 
available in scales o f  1:100 (one 
inch equals 100 feet) to 1:5000, 
and can be purchased atC i ty  
Hall at a cost of $2 or $5, 
depending on the size. 
.':~..! " 
BAR GA IN BLITZ 
! ASTOUNDING SAVINGS!!  
; Just think... 
...local news and a guide to entertainment 
• ...right into your mailbox! 
District of Terrace'and Thornhill residents can 
receive both: the Terrace Rtqplew newspaper and 
Close Up magazine television guide In the mall at 
a BLOW.OUT PRICE of: 
Just $24. 00 
Subscribe to the Terrace Review for one year 
and receive a year's subcription to Close Up 
magazine (News stand price $39.00) absolutely 
FREE! !  
Present Terrace Review subscribers can also take 
advantage of this Super Offer by renewing their 
subscriptions 
Mail or bring your completed Subscription Form to: 
Terrace Review 
4535 Grelg Ave., Terrace B.C. - V8G 1M7 - 635.7840 
' i 
. i  
, 
• :~  • . - .~  
Subscription Order Form: 
0 1 yeor - -  $24.00 I-] 2 yeors - -  $45.00 
I-I Cheque [] Money Order 0 Moster Card  I"1 V isa  
- . . . 
Carcl No. 
,Please send a sobscription to: . 
' Mail or bdngthis form to: ~' ".~i ,kklreu. ..... .......... .... ., : " 
:,Terrace bv lew 
• • 4S,lS Greig Avenue, 
• Soldorl it Xwroce ond Oietrid $12.~ • ' 
k.' ~ ~ of Tl~mce and Dlstrl¢l SiS J00 " .... " . . . . . . .  ' 
Terrace 
Comin 8 EvenL  
Wednesday, October 5 -- The Ladles of the Royal Purple -- Terrace 
Lodge 216 will be holding the 2nd Annual Fall Fashion Fantasy at8 
p.m. in the Elks Hall on Tetrault St. Finger food and refreshments to be 
served. Sponsored by the Terrace Co.op. Tickets can be purchasedat 
the Terrace Co-op, Rhonda'.s Hair Styling and from members of the 
Ladles of the Royal Purple. Proceeds from this event will be going to 
our hospital project in Terrace. 
Thursday, October 6 -- Terrace Thornhill Band Parents Assoc. are 
holding a meeting at Skeena Junior Secondary School in the Band 
Room at 7:30 p.m. Parents of band and choir students from Thornhlll, 
Skeena and Caledonia are asked to attend. 
Friday, October 7 -- Northwest Development and Education and the 
Terrace Women's Resource Centre are pleased to announce guest 
speaker Nebrat Halle of Erltma will be speaking about the famine 
crisis in hei" country, and the plight Of her people while under Ethiopian 
rule, from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Terrb.ca Public Library (basement). For'fur- 
ther Info. contact Candies Kerman at 638-0228. 
.8cturday, October 8 -- Terrace Minor Baseball Invites all Interested 
parties, coaches, parents, etc. to the Babe Ruth Annual Northern 
Meeting at Smlthers at 11 a.m. at the Hudson Bay Lodge. 
Monday, October 10 -W( i  would like to shiire our Thanl~sglving with 
you. We are serving hot turkey, stuffing, mashed potatoes and gravy 
with vegetables and cranberry sauce; apple crisp with Ice cream for 
dessert. This meal is for everyone who will not be having a Thanksgiv- 
Ing d Inner of their own (This means youl) There is no cost or obligation 
whatsoever for this dinner taking place at 12 noon at the Terrace 
Pentecostal Church basement at 3511 Eby Street, Terrace; 
Tuesday' October 11 -- The Canadian Cancer Society, Terrace Unit 
will be holding their monthly moating at 7:30 p.m. at the Carpenters' 
Hall, 3312 Sparks St. Free time? Learn, act, care as a volunteer for the 
C.C.S. For more Info. phone 635-6493 or 635-2995. 
Tuesday, October 11 - .  The public Is Invited to attend the School 
District No. 88 (Terrace) regular School Board reacting at the School 
Board Office, 3211 Kenney Street, Teffaoe at 7:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, October 11 --- There will be a general meeting of the Terrace 
Bicycle Club at 7:30 p.m. In the basement of the Terrace Public 
Library. Anyone Interested is welcome to attend. For more info. con- 
tact David Weismlller at 635-6984. 
Thursday, October 13 -- Terrace Peaks Gymnastics Club will be 
holding their Fall General Meeting at 7 p.m. in the Library me(~tlng 
room. 
Saturday, October 15 -- The Terrace Child Development Centre's an- 
nual Benefit Banquet and Dance featuring Jim Ryan's Band will be 
held at the Terrace Arena Banquet Room beginning at 7 p.m. Tickets 
are available from board memberS or from Sight & Sound. 
Monday, October 17-- The Annual General Meeting of the Riverboat 
Days Society will be held at the Royal Canadian Legion at 7:30 p.m. 
• Election of Officer8 willbe held at thlstime therefore it is Imperative 
that a representative of each service club and Interested organization 
attend if we wish to continue these celebrations in 1989. 
Tuesday, October 18 -- Friends & Famlles of Schizophrenics Support 
Group will be holding a meeting at Mills Memorial Hospital In the 
Psych Conference Room at 7:30 p.m. Contact: Mental Health at 
638-3325. 
Tue~lay, November1 -;.Welcome Wagon's 2nd Annual Briday Party for 
those planning weddings in i989 Is coming to the Inn of the West. If 
you are a bride-to-be or know someone who Is, please call 638-1204 for 
a free invitation. 
Wednesday, October 19 -- Prepared Childbirth -- a labor of love 
classes for expectant mothers and their support persons start at 7:30 
p.m. The series runs f01; 11 weeks, instructor certified with Interna- 
tional Childbirth Education Assn: Call 635-2942 to register. Space• 
limited to 6 couples only. 
Thursday, October 20 -- The Learning Disabilities Association of B.C. 
• Terrace Chapter are sponsoring a 'Bonding the Senses' seminar at 
the Inn of the West at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. A,Roes will be,the guest speaker. 
She is a respected expert in the world in the educational diagnosis 
and remedlation of a learning disability called cognitive.motor 
dysfunction. In addition to the seminar she is Offering free consulta- 
tions to any concerned parents or adults. There is a fee for the 
seminar. For more info. please call 635-4601. 
October 21 & 22 -- Childbirth •Education: A pre-nataL refresher 
workshop, especially designed for parents with previous birth ex- 
perience, will be held at Mills Memorial Hospital It will be Friday, 6 to 
10 p.m. and Saturday, 9 a.m. to I p.m. Pre.registration Is required by 
October 14. For further information call the hospital pre-natal office at 
635-2211. 
Saturday, October 20 -- The Pacific Northwest Branch of the Purchas- 
Ing Management Assn. of Cans/da Is pleased to announce the first.of 
Its Professional Development seminars to be held in the Northwest. 
The seminar entitled "The Tendering Process" will be held from g a.m. 
to 5 p.m. in Room 2002, Cafeteria building, Northwest Community Col- 
lege, Terrace. The Instructor will be Mr. Ron Neatby, C.P.P., Manager, 
Purchasing & Warehousing, Board of Education, City of London, On- 
tario. 
Wedneed|y, October 20 -- The Catholic Women's League of Sacred 
Heart Parish is pleased to announce their i, all Bazaar to rJe neio from 
7to 9 p.m. In the Verltas School gym. Craft Items, noedlewo~; baked 
much more will be featured. Donations of hanamaae items, goods and r 
baking, etc., willbe appreciated and can be brought o the school du - 
~)~TUI, kr hours on that day, For further Info. call Karen Ennquez, 
Q.o,,..a.., J -n ,  ~m_ 19e0 -- Canada's Royal Winnipeg Ballet will be 
'~er s"'~a t'~l by the'~Terrace and District .Arts Council and the Terrace 
• ~",:ncert.8oclety. Tickets, are.avai!able at Erwin's Jewellers In the 
8keens Mall. All seats, lira reserves.. . . . . . .  
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Dur ing  an  awards  presentat ion  held at Northwest Com- 
munity College last Friday evening, Terrace resident David 
Weismiller was presented with an $8,000 Canada Scholar- 
ship by board member John Morgan. Prior to this most re- 
cent accomplishment, Weismil ler graduated f rom 
Caledonia Senior Secondary last June with an "A" average 
which earned him a $1,000 Terrace District Teachers' 
Association scholarship and a Northwest Community Col- 
lege entrance scholarship to the college's University 
Transfer science program. 
N o rth we s,t College 
students honored 
for achievement 
Last week's rainfall falls 
just short of 1987 record 
Both B.C. Hydro and High- 
ways crews got extra help from 
Smithers taff and worked long 
hours last week to repair the 
damage done by Wednesday's 
high winds and record-breaking 
rainfall. 
" I  was pleased with the way 
the fellows conducted them- 
selves, restoring services as 
quickly as possible. We had 
crews working all night and all 
day,"  B.C. Hydro district 
manager Don Parminter said. 
by Charlynn Toews 
The strong winds (gusting up 
to 80 kilometers an hour and 
steadily up to 55 kph) uprooted 
trees, blowing them across 
power lines. Areas with power 
outages inciuded the Nass 
Valley, small portions of Ter- 
race, the Lakelese area, Jack- 
pine Flats, Copperside Estates 
and Usk, and central Kitimat 
and Kitimaat Village. 
Over a dozen workers in- 
cluding line contractors from 
Smithers got everything back to 
normal by Thursday evening. 
Some areas, including Greenville 
and Cranberry Junction as well 
as Kitimaat Village were dif- 
ficult to service because rain-fed 
flooding washed out roads, Par- 
minter said. 
Highways crews focused on 
damage control and bridge 
repair around the area, with 
bridges washed out at Kitimaat 
Village, Clear Creek bridge 
(north end of Kalum Lake) and 
Camp Creek bridge 22 kilo- 
meters north of Terrace. District 
manager Peter Wightman warns 
motorists to slow down at the 
Camp Creek crossing - -  it's 
temporari ly repaired with 
gravel. 
Emergency modular steel 
bridges were brought in from 
Prince George to complement 
the equipment available here in 
Terrace. The temporary bridges 
are" put together quite quickly 
"like a mechano set" but can re- 
main in'place for many years. 
Other work includes extensive 
repairs to Kitimaat Village road, 
which suffered damage includ- 
ing plugged pipes and shoulder 
erosion. At Shames River, 32 
kilometers west of Terrace, 
flood-control rock was swept 
away. The purpose of the 
blasted rock along the river 
banks is to keep the water within 
its banks ann under the bridge. 
This rock is being replaced so 
our next heavy rainfall won't 
flood the road. 
Our last major downpour for 
September was just last year, 
when 104 milimeters on Septem- 
ber 20 broke the seven-year 
record of 43.4 millimeters. This 
year's September 28 rainfall 
measured 106.6 millimeters.. 
"You never expect to set a 
record two years in a row," 
George Blakey at the Terrace 
airport said, "but anamolies in 
the weather always exist." 
Blakey explained Wed- 
nesday's pouring rain continued 
to douse Terrace for-so long 
because the weather system got 
stuck in our mountains. !'It 
stalled for 24 to 28 hours, wait- 
ing for the next push. A second 
surge was the impetus to boot it 
into the interior, and a ridge of 
high pressure cut off the 
moisture." 
He said we also had near to 
record-breaking'gusts of winds, 
within three kph of September, 
1985's 83 kilometers per hour. 
"It was not a very pleasant even- 
ing." 
continued on page 16 
E lec t ron ics  g raduate  
Milan Oskoryp won the 
Lieutenant Governor 's  
Medal for the best perfor- 
mance in a Northwest 
Community College certi- 
ficate program with a dur- 
ation of one year or less. 
Oskoryp emigrated from 
Czechoslovakia to Ter -• 
race in 1980 to experience 
Canadian "freedom" and 
"lifestyle". 
Cindy Harvey, winner of 
the Governor General's 
Collegiate Bronze Medal, 
graduated from the col- 
lege's Business Ad minis: 
tration and Management 
program with an "A"  
average and is now work- 
ing in the Mills Memorial 
Hospital accounting de- 
partment. 
,Ionsered Super 670 
lakes on the 
Heavyweights! 
This new co 
JONSERED 
mid-section, 
toke o beoti 
Super 670 I: 
powerful pu 
v 
Jgh 
[ass 
,ge 
to 
e 
A CUT ABOVE THE REST 
------~SEE THE JONSERED SUPER 670 AT YOUR DEALER " 
RIVER INDUSTRIES 
(TERRACE) LTD. 
P.O. BOX 538 - -  TE_RRACE. B.C. V8G 4B5 
5130A HIGHWAY 16 WEST 635-7383 
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EDITORIAL ESSAY AND ART 
CONTEST 
Submissions are still being accepted for the Review's Editorial Art and 
Essay Contest. Grade LI! and 12 students are eligible for Sl00 for the 
Editorial Cartoon. best Essay and S l00 for the best 
Two essays and two cartoons 
will also be awarded honorable 
mentions, receiving certificates 
and one-year subscriptions io 
the Review. All three top win- 
ners in each category will have 
their submissions featured in up- 
coming issues of the Terrace 
Review. 
Submissions should be on a 
current events topic (politics, 
ecology, human rights, tourism, 
trade, etc.)with a focus on its 
relevance to Terrace. The 
editorial essay should include a 
For  fur ther  in format ion 
critical analysis of the problem 
or situation and suggest possible 
. solutions or options for action. 
Essays must be a maximum 
length of 500 words; typed 
(double-spaced) and free of er- 
rors; contain accurate references 
to research sources (interviews 
and/or literature); and be the 
original work of the student. 
The editorial art submissions 
should be on white paper, with a 
maximum size of six and a half 
by nine inches, and should be 
the original work of the student. 
contact Char  at 635-7840 
DEADLINE: SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8, 5 P .M.  
EDITORIAL 
No time left to lose on 
these important issues 
With school back in session and the first meeting of 
the local board behind us, education has once again 
become a focal point for the community's attention. 
The issues that will come under discussion are 
familiar: what studenU should be offered, how it will 
be pa/d for and by whom. the interrelationships of 
students, parents, administrators, teachers and elected 
officials, and in fact what should and should not be 
expected of the public educstion system. 
These quesdons have ,11 Ixen given a departure 
point by the release lut month or the final report by 
, the Royal Commlsdoner on Education, Barry 
:: Sullivan. The report, despite some shortcomings, is 
• probably better than would have been expected con. 
dderin| the time limitations and the vastness of the 
subject. 
A major area of concentration In the report is the 
changinl role or the schools: aside from the nuts and 
bolts or education, schools are now, willingly or other- 
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Late Wednesday, Alcan flash- 
ed a notice on local TV saying 
that flood waters had cut off ac- 
cess to the plant, h mudslide 
and water flowing over the 
Anderson Creek bridge delayed 
the 11 p.m. shift change for 
about half an hour. 
Sand, wood fiber and grit stir- 
red up by the weather and wash- 
ing down the mountains flowed 
through the rivers, jamming 
Alcan's pumph0use and turning 
Ter race 's  water into a 
consomme-colored liquid. 
Alean couldn't use their 
pumphouse because the filter 
was plugged. They need a great 
deal of cold water to cool the 
casting equipment, Ed Sager 
said. Power to the pot lines was 
reduced and molten metal was 
pumped elsewhere. 
Smaller bits of wood, bark, 
• * :dent  on sunshme?;:G00d advice 
moss and other organic • material foi" Terrace residents - -  we can 
dyed our water a~harmless but 
interesting orange. The gravity- 
fed supply of  water drains gla- 
cial valleys, and picks up lots of 
organic materials on the way 
down under heavy rain condi- 
tions, Which really uses up the 
chlorine in the system. A spokes- 
person for city public works said 
there were no bacterial problems 
with the water, but to give the 
chlorine a better chance to work, 
our water intake has been swit- 
ched to clear Deep Creek. Until 
the stirred-up silt from the 
Skeena River clears, intake from 
the river will be limted. 
When asked if such rainy 
weather causes depression in 
people, counsellor Lynn Hughes 
said, "Yes, I think it does. But 
we can look to activities we can 
do in the rain, get some good 
expect another •700 miiimeters or 
so of rain between now and 
June. 
BUsy season 
Fall is a busy time for 
community-minded residents of 
Terrace - -  a glance at our Com- 
ing Events column shows plenty 
of meetings as volunteer groups 
. (  ! " , ; "  , , 
,'1 will both lay me down 
in peace, and sleep: for 
:thou. Lord. only maketh 
m e dwell in Safety." 
Psahn 4:8 
ing and fund-raising in a variety 
of important areas. We've got a 
community that cares about 
people. 
. . . .  ! ; ?• -  
~,7S¢ " " 
GET INVOLVED --  Ksan House - Call us for 
support and Information If you are a victim of 
mental or physical abuse. We're available 24 
hours a day to women, men and children. 
Phone 635-6447. 
The Alzhelmer Support Group meets every 
fourth Tuesday of every month at 7:30 p'.m. in 
the Library basement. Everyone is welcome. 
Phone 635-3178. 
Alanon Family Groups are the families and 
friends of alcoholics. Join us on Monday or 
Thursday evenings at 8 p.m. in the meeting 
rooms on the Psychiatric Ward of Mills 
Memorial Hospital. Note that the Thursday 
group Is a non-smoking gathering. Join us 
starting October 5, on Wednesday afternoons 
at the Alcohol and Drug offices at 1:30 p.m. For 
more Information call Kay at 638-1291. 
The Tefface Child Development Centre needs 
volunteers to assist our therapy and pre-school 
staff with Individual treatment programs. Ac- 
tivities Include: bike riding, swimming and 
other staff recommendations. For more infor- 
mation contact Maureen or Monique at 
635.9388 or 635-7557. 
The Terrace Youth Centre's fall hours are: For 
10 - 12 year olds Tuesdays and Fridays 7 - 9 
p.m.; For 13 - 19 year olds Mondays and 
Wednesdays 7:30- 9:30 p.m. We offer a variety 
of programs to interest everyone who comes 
through the TYC or you can just hang out, it's 
up to you. We are always In the market for 
volunteers too! The Terrace Youth Centre is 
located st 4634 Walsh Avenue in the old Ukra- 
nlan Hall. 
Every Monday evening It's Cribbage Night st 
Terracevlew Lodge from 7 to g p.m. Everyone in 
the community is Invited to drop in and catch 
the action. 
Interested In helping the Scouts or Girl Guides, 
or the community? Short on time, but still in- 
terested? The B.P. Guild will help you help, 
without necessarily filling you r calendar. If you 
don't have the time to become a Scouting 
leader, you can still help Scouts through the 
Guild, or if you wished you had gone into 
Scouting, the Guild can get you helping with 
Scouting events. For more information, con- 
tact Finn Larsen at 638-1377. 
Terrace Association for Community Living 
needs advocates for handicapped people liv- 
ing in Terrace. For more information please 
phone Janice at 635-9322. 
The Toastmasters Club meets on the first and 
third Tuesday of every month at Caledonia Sr. 
Secondary School, room 3, at 7:30 p.m. Drop in 
and see what it's all about. • 
Do you need e break? Come to COFFEE 
BREAK, an interdenominational Bible study for 
women. FREE nursery for infants and toddlers. 
Children ages 3 to 5 will love Storyhour. Every 
Wednesday, 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m: at the Chris- 
tian Reformed Church, corner of Sparks and 
Straume. Also, Bible study 7:45 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
No previous knowledge expected. For more In- 
formation or transportation, call HIIda at 
635-7871 or Ruth at 635-2621. We look forward 
to seeing your 
The Terrace Friends and Families of 
Schizophrenics Is a support group that meets 
once per month. Meetings are the 3rd Tuesday 
of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. Con- 
ference Room at Mills Memorial Hospital. One 
aim of the group Is to provide community 
,.education about this illness. Anyone wishing 
to learn more orbecome part of this group is 
welcome to attend the meetings. Please Call 
fudher information. 638.3325 for 
The Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club meets every I 
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary In the cafeteria. Anyone interested 
in playing please contact Ellen Smith at 
635-4096 or May McFarland at 635.2875. 
Everyone welcome. 
One Parent Families meet the second Wednes- 
day of every month at the Terrace Public 
Library. 
Skeene Valley Rebekah Lodge holds regular 
meetings every second and fourth Wednesday 
of the month at 8 p.m. in the Oddfellow'e Hall, 
3222 Munroe, Terrace. For more Information 
call 635-2470. 
The Kinetic Club o! Terrace meets the second 
Wednesday of every month at 6:30 p.m. 
Anyone Interested, please call Donna Mclsack 
at 638-1964. 
Please, assist the loss fortunate of Terrace. 
The Anti-poverty Group Society Is receiving 
donations from people of good will, so that 
they may continue helping disadvantaged peo- 
ple. Send your contribution to treasurer 
Josephine Buck, Room 200, 4721 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1T3. Phone 635-4631. 
Terrace Minor Hockey Is looking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
upcoming season. Those Interested should 
phone Sandy Marshall at 635-7623 evenings, or 
Dick KIIborn at 635-3661 evenings, or 635-6511 
during the day. 
Terrace Contract Bridge Club plays the 1st and 
3rd Thursday of each month at the Legion. 
Register by Sept. 30. Please contact Elaine at 
635-2965 or Linda ~/t 635.5992 or 635.9141. 
The Happy Gang Centre for Seniors offers the 
following activities: Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sewing 
and quilting; 7:30 p.m., cribbage• and bridge. 
Wednesdays: 1 p.m., carpet bowling; Fridays: 2 
p.m., bingo. First Saturday of every month: 8 
a.m. to 11 a.m., pancake breakfast. Monday 
through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m., 
lunch. Second Thursday of every month: 2 
p.m., general meeting of the B.C.O.A.P.O 
Branch 73. For further info., contact the Happy 
Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St. at 635.9090. 
The Kinsmen Club of Terrace meets the first 
and third Thursday of every month. For further 
info., call Steve Mclsack at 638-1964. 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre, 4542 
Park Ave., Terrace, re.opens after summer 
closure on Monday, Sept. 19. New center hours 
are Monday to Friday Including lunch hour 
Tuesday evenings 7 to 9 p.m. All women are 
welcome. For further info. call 638-0228. 
HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE -- Your Travel In- 
focentre Counsellor Is Just a telephone call 
away. When you need some answers on plann- 
ing your holiday trip or what to dowlthvlsitors, 
call the HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE for some 
HOWTODOIT HELP --635-2063. 
Terrace Pipes & Drums -- Anyone interested in 
learning how to play the bagpipes or the 
drums, please call 635-2009 or 635.5905. Any 
experienced pipers or drummers interested In 
participating in the Pipe Band are also asked 
to call the above numbers. 
The Terrace Art Association Is looking for 
volunteers to work at the Terrace Public Art 
Gallery afternoons, evenings and weekends. 
Shifts are three hours, afternoons and  . 
weekends and two hOurs evenings. Any In- 
terested persons wh0~ can do one or more 
shifts a month are asked to contact Maureen 
Woroby at 6354533. 
r 
• .  ' ==mmmmlml  
St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
Sunday Services: Rector Rev.: 
9 a.m. & 11 a.m. Hermann Dittrich 
Sunday School classes are held dud~qi the 9 a.m. service. Child care is 
available during the 9 a.m. lervice. 
4506 Lokelse Avenue 635-901q 
Christ Lutheran Church 
First Sunday of every month, 9:00 a.m. with Holy Communion 
All other Sundays, 11:00 a.m. 
Sunday School discontinued for the summer - resumes 
Sunday, September 11, lq48 635-5520 
3229 Sparks Street 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath khooh 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. 
Divine Service: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. 
.3306 Griff iths 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday khool:  
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Servicec: 
8:30 o.m. / 11:00 o.m. 6:30 p.m. 
930_9 Sparks Street 
Plmtorl: 
Jim Westman 
Gordon Froese 
Prayer Meetinll: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
I~mtor: 
Ole Unruh - -  M5-7:11:1 
Prayer Nkmtlng: 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
. . . .  655-$232 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: 
10:30 a.m. 
Sunday khooh 
10:30 a.m. 
4907 Lozelle Ave. 
Minister: 
Stan Bailey 
Youth Group: 
6:30 p.m. 
635-6014 
Eady Service: 
8:30 a.m. 
Associate Pastor:. 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service: 
3511 Eby Street 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
11:15 a.m. 
Pastor. 
John Caplin 
Cliff Slebert 
Prayer Time: 
6:00 p.m. 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m: 
635.2434 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible School: Pastor: Rick Wlebe 
9:45 a.m. A~t't Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Divine Worship: 11:00 a.m. Fallowxhip Service 6:30 p.m. 
All are cordially invited 
Youth Ministries ~ Home Bible Studies * Visitation 
4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m, Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Infermmtlon call 
4643 Walsh Avenue 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Pseton 
11 a.m. & 5 p.m, . Peter SIuye --635-2621 
• Coffee Break, Ladles' Bible Study . . . .  
Wednesdays 9:30 a.m. & 7:45 p.m. 
3602 Sparks 635' 6173 
I 
635-6480 
I i i 
Your chance to get involved 
gear lip again after summer. 
There are over 60 sports and 
outdoor organizations in town; 
almost 50 youth, art, music and 
other cultural " groups; three i 
dozen service clubs like the Elks, 
"° s I [ munity groups protecting, serv- 111:30 a.m. i 4830 Stroume Avenue 635-2313 
. , r ' , - , ,  .~ 
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Western  Economic  D ivers i f i ca t ion  i s  
l i s ten ing  to your  ideas  for: 
.~  Yo~ Van Kaauweu/s b u//d/ug on the 
m~pmaem'/a/spirit in Vancouver for 
Delta/njea/on La~tor 
• New Products  r " " yO~ ~ ~ u ~ n  
• New Techno logy  , ~ ~ :,:.~-, ~: an innovative idea but 
• Impor t  Rep lacements  ~ support. 
• Indust ry -w ide  
Product iv i ty  
• Improvements  
Economic development and diversification ..... :'~ 
are vital to British Columbia and its future 
~:" ..... well-being. It means more job creation , .... 
opporttmitics as our economic prospects 
improve and British Columbia's products and 
services become more competitive at home 
• 'and abroad.  
The Federal Government's Western 
Economic  Diversification Program is 
• helping British Columbia's , 
entrepreneurs with financial solutions as 
well as with direction and 
assistance in identifying 
• alternate funding sources. WD [ 
is also playing an active role in I advocating western interests in 
• the formulation of national 
policies and programs. 
• . i  • j 
. . . ,  : .  
• For  further information, please 
contact our Vancouver oftice at 
Min/st6re de la 
Divers/fleatton de 
l'6cononde de 
He needed to develop an 
educational and promotional 
~idco and purchase projection 
equipment in order to market 
a new diabetes 'injector 
locator' device. 
666-6256, 
Wutem 
Economic 
Divendfleation 
~~!': : :  :Yore van Xaauwen turned to Wm~. 
~: : "~omic  Divenific~on for.din~iou 
~::~assisumcc. With WD's help, he m nov; able to 
mm4zt his company's innov~iv~ product Oat could 
create new job ~ t i ~  for l~tish Columbinm 
nnd ~tznd ~ PO~t~d- 
P 
i He wsated I0 prodlJce Iomlly fop'notch ed~afi°ml 
:, .... and motivational uq3m hlm the 200 or more 
his company already sells (two of 
which are now on the best-seller list). 
~ All the company needed wm its own • 
facilities. ~ tur~ m Wm~.m 
• : Economic D ivan .  
.... i~ i~  /!  ~ ; With WD's I~Jp in pmvidin8 tlz 
~ / ~ ~ ' he'sabletobeildarecord/nsstudiofor 
"9 :~' . ' :  "~>, / .... 
:",~ .... ' : ~ spolm word casse~m which will mean new : ..... ~i: ~ i:~,~., :: :~ 
~: ; ': ~ job opportunidm for British Columbk~ 
~: :~:~" ~i~, :~:~ !  " ' could secure the company's Imdmhip in 
:.:. :~ .... ~ cultural indum'y, imports. 
~ ~:'.¢ / 
:i@;i! ," : : - - : : : "  " i  '~"  ...... Tony Od/t~y, buffd/n8 o~ the e n ~  sP/~ 
: : :~" :. ~ :~ : in D~ ~¢A.T.~ ~ L~ L~ 
: ~ '~ Tony (k l l~ky  has proven that ~d> ,i!~: " 
~: :  . for once,  b igger is better. 
: ! /  
: i ~ :::i , lubricant dislW.nse~ designed for me on industrial 
l~earings, to include a bigger model, the 'Jumbo-Luber'. 
~:3~: Odiu~k~ turned to Western Economic V i~on.  
FOu~ Cmm~ 
...... .! ~:!!~:; ..:. With WD's help to cover pert of the de.velop~t c~._  
'~":~:: he's able to move ahead to meet increased customer oemanes, 
.:!,(!::~ ~, , ~,.,,~.,,~ . .. i~: : i  create new jobs for British Columbians, and look towards 
• .:~.,, ..... ,~ . . . .  :.. ~ : :. i an international export maai~potentbl 
• , "  , ! J 
• l ¸ r r : ¸¸ ¸¸  ! i I#  DWiveeStrse~i~°~a cadO" D~v~'~c~t~:a~al'6oOnOmie ' ' : i Canad  
: . . . .  .......................................... I II I I IIII II 
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Country and western recording artist Laurie Thain, a native 
of Terrace, had to blow on her fingers to get them warmed 
up before entertaining hundreds of local people, interna- 
tional corporate representatives •and visiting dignitaries at 
last week's grand opening of the Skeena Cellulose Starship 
sawmill, ~ 
Terrace Interiors Ltd. 
Exterior and interior paints 
Armstrong flooring • Harding carpets 
::: : : : '~  : : By Tom Armstro 
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Sunworthy wallpaper 
"All the supplies you need" : I Sally Forth 
4610 Lazelle Ave. 
ACROSS 
1 Course 
6 Swelling 
11 Part of home plate 
12 Straight 
14 Out of bed 
15 Strut 
17 Teddy Roosevelt, inlt. 
1B Revolutions pel' 
second, Intl. 
20 Melamphetamtne 
(elang) 
21 tO2 to Caesar 
22 .:-- '  vidl. vlcl 
24 Estimated time ot 
return, Inll. 
25 Bum. slang 
26 RevI~KI 
28 Recumbent 
~] Sulk 
31 Ooat 
32 Head person, 2 wds. 
35 Correct 
38 Lode, pl. 
39 Gold. Sp. 
41 Nevada city 
42 Help 
43 Beam 
45 Rights, abbr, 
46 Dizzy Glllesple0 inlt. 
635-6600 
THIR WE£K.q ruzz~ ANSW~n 
- 0~ . - I~]~ 8Bewrong 
S ~:~--~BV~_IlIg~__ J 9 Pronoun 
I~ IS  dl~LL.~.~.l 10 Behavior 
- I I  Baseballpitch . 
0 [ ~ 13 Clan 
16 Offspring 
19 Cut 
21 Typeol ship 
23 Articles 
25 Scent 
27 Greek letter 
29 United Tanzanlan 
Republic, Inlt. 
32 Contemptible 
4T Calcium phosphate pe,sons 
mineral 33 Root 
49 That is 34 Bedouins 
50 Sampled a liquid 35 Civil 
52 Subjects 36 Lure 
54 Requires 31 Flowers 
55 Follow 40 Slower, music 
43 Raced 
DOWN 44 Eng, school 
I Bested 41 Mimic 
2 Railroad, abbr. 48 Estimated par 
3 Printer's measu,e sscond. Inll, 
4 Tidings 5l PhysicalEducallon, 
5 Hung loosely Inll. 
B Edging tool. pl, 53 Illinois University, 
7 Expired Inlt. 
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Loca l  audience treated to 
a trip beneath the waves 
• The decorator crab selects vertebrates at the Royal British the amazing colors, shapes and 
variety of creatures living in 
thick profusion in the sea. 
"We have the largest starfish 
in the world, growing three feet 
across with up to 24 arms. We 
have the largest sea cucumber 
here. In  fact, B.C.'s ocean has 
the largest of many species 
because the water is filled with 
nutrients." 
Many invertebrates have ten- 
tacles of one sort or another, 
somewhich passively wait for 
the currents to bring food to 
them, others which use them to 
hunt prey and for defence. The 
sea pen, which looks like a large 
white-plumed quill pen, has 
hundreds of  gently waving ten- 
tacles, each with its own mouth 
to gather nutrients for the whole 
organism. The giant squid ha~, 
large hooks on the end of its ten. 
tacles and the octopus uses it, 
eight arms to grab its prey, 
crushing the food with a parrot- 
like beak that can bite a crab 
shell into I~its. The hermit crab 
continued on page 22 
seaweed and Other underwater 
ornamentation with its claws 
and places them on its thorny 
back for an effective camou- 
flage. When the shell is out- 
grown, it's time to redecorate. A 
starfish will surround a mussel 
and with its numerous tiny tube 
'feet' pull the shells apart, then 
lower its stomach out of its 
mouth down into dinner, and 
digest the contents right then 
and there. The hermit crab with 
its soft back finds an empty snail 
shell and carries it everywhere it 
goes. A sea slug will eat 
anemones, but keep its prey's 
poisonous tentacles with ex- 
ploding capsules as its own 
defence, "what amounts to 
eating live bullets," marine 
biologist Gordon Green says. 
A large audience braved 
Wednesday's record rain to 
observe an astounding array of 
colourful creatures, in film and 
slides as well as on display in ex- 
hibit at the Happy Gang Centre. 
Gordon Green, curator of in- 
Columbia Museum was in Ter- 
race as part of the Museum's 
autumn speakers' tour. 
He studies invertebrates, or 
animals that have no backbone, 
particularly those that live in the 
sea. Invertebrates make up 
about 95 percent of animal life 
in the ocean, and include the 
sponge, anemone, octupus, 
scallops, and  more exotic 
creatures like the sea pen, tube 
worm land the titan abalone, 
which is often mistaken for a 
rock. 
One of the misconceptions 
about our coastal waters is that 
there's not much to see, that you 
have to dive in tropical waters to 
find beautiful, unusual marine 
life, Green says. "A  National 
Geographic photographer came 
to the Victoria area, and said he 
had only seen one other area 
with a more diverse underwater 
life, ~md that was the Red Sea." 
The trick is to bring a light down 
with you - -our  murky waters 
tend to filter out the light, hiding 
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Some of the three dozen people who turned out for a Royal 
B.C. Museum presentation on marine life examine a small 
but formidable-looking crab. The event was held at the Hap- 
py Gang Centre last Wednesday. 
• i~/:i•i!••~?~/i:~i ¸ : : i :~  i:i•• CLASSIFIED 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
" BLANKET • , . , • 
• These Ads appear in the more than 75 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community 
Newspapers Association and reach more than 1,000,000 homes and a potential two million readers. ~ ! i ; :  ~:~ ~ , .' 
S159. for 25 weMs ($3. per each additional word) Call The Terrace Review at 635-7840 , " 
. . . .  .i 
- - - - , , - , ,~ , , . ,  Insurance agency in North PETS AND LIVESTOCK 
Uxr lU=: l~ l l  i~lta Vancouver Island Communl- 
AUTOMOTIVE 
New and used trucks avail- 
able with steady ylr Local 
or nationwide contracts. 
Low Interest rates, 12.9% 
O.A.C. Good selection of 
makes and models. Mini- 
mum Investment, $8,000. 
Phone Transpo 1-800-663- 
5166. 
Snowmobile Trader and Ex- 
change - List your machine 
or parts for sale or trade 
with us. All makes. We 
have one of the largest 
• inventories of new and used 
0/~/ rts in Western Canada. • wreck machines, all 
makes - Write or phone 
Williams Outdoor Recrea- 
tion, Box 242, Lac La 
Hache r B.C. 396-7639. 
1974 GMC 5 ton dump 
truck, 671 diesel engine, 
air-shift transmission air 
brakes, tandem duels, air- 
conditioned cab, dual fuel 
tanks, 14 cubic yard steel 
box. This vehicle is In very 
good condition, has had ex- 
cellent maintenance and no 
abuse. $15,000. Call Clam 
Bay Farm 629-6313. 
Free information on how to 
save gas mileage, Increase 
power and increase pollu- 
tion in 80% of all motor 
vehicles. Not good for diesel 
engines. Write to: "Fuel 
Kit", • Box 3423-6c, Mission, 
B.C. V2V 4J5. 
Buy/lease any gas, diesel 
car or truck, new or used. 
Direct from volume •factory 
dealer, Call for pre-approv- 
ed credit. Call co!lect 464- 
0271. D5231. 
$1 Down leases a new car or 
truck. Seven year warranty. 
Payments from $139.1Mo. 
O.A,C. CaJl lease manager 
at ((~04)465-8931. DL5584. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTU;'~ITIES 
Protect your capital against 
inflation. Revenue ProPerty 
414 plexes, 1612 bedroom, 
apartments on four double 
lots. (1,22 acres) Central 
Salmon Arm. Fully occu- 
~/~11 ' Possible expansion. Finance. Phone owner 
832,3074. 
Enterpr is ing Business/ 
Dsalersh'lp f~r Yamaha 
Motorcycles, Snowmobiles, 
Sales/repairs for Husqvar- 
na, Jonsered, Stlhl, Echo, 
chalnsaws, power products, 
accessories. Steady clien- 
tele. Reliable Sales, Mr. 
;f(~? 428-4315, Creston, 
Start your own ImportlEx- 
port mall order business, 
even spare time. No money 
or experience. Since 1946. 
Free brochure: Wade World 
Trade, clo Cdn. Small Busi- 
ness Inst., Dept. W1, 1140 
Bellamy Road • N., Scar- 
borough, Ont. M1H 1H4. 
Ma Cherle Fashions (Est. 
1975). Discover a new rew- 
arding career. Be an Inde- 
pendent. Join our team. It's 
the fun easy way to earn 
extra money. Call Collect 
(416)827-2'o60. 
Moving, will sell young 
growing bicycle shop with 
stock in Kootenays, reason- 
ably priced. Phone collect 
after 5 p.m. 442-3100 or 
442-5647. 
Newest business sensation,. 
passive exercise tables for 
sale. Canadian made, CSA 
approved. For full particu- 
lars write Box 8324, Saska, 
loon, Sask. S7K 6C6. Phone 
(306)652-3191. 
Business Opportunity in ra- 
pidly expanding water treat- 
ment equipment market. 
Canadian manufacturer 
seeking new Kinetlco Deal- 
ers across Canada. Mini- 
mum investment with prov, 
en returns. Contact R & H 
Water Treatment Ltd., 2541 
Hwy. 20, General Delivery, 
Fonthlll t Ont. LOS 1E0. 
Building 10,040 square feet 
with two acres. Compressor, 
airlines throughout, three 
phase wiring, three exhaust 
systems, two paint booths. 
Currently entire building oc- 
cupied, excellent return. 
Suitable for truck shop, 
autobody repair, manufac- 
turing, mini-storage etc., 
also all autobody repair 
equipment for sale with 
shop for lease. Box 4583, 
Williams Lake, B.C. V2G 
2V6. Call 1-392-2442. 
Motel Sale Urgent. Super 
Merrltt location, reputation, 
condltionlll Asking price re- 
duced to $425,000. Gross 
sales $158,000. low over- 
head costs. Opportunity of a 
Iifetimell Must sell situa- 
tion. Info. Art Ducommun 
596-5161, Lakevlew Realty. 
588-9955 messages. 
EDUCATIONAL 
Diploma correspondence. 
Free calendar. High ,school 
up-grading, accounting, 
management, administra- 
tion, secretarial, computers. 
Established 1964. National 
College, 444 Robson, Van- 
couver, 688-4913 toll free 
1-800.387-1281 r 24 hours. 
EQUIPMENT AND 
Curved glass patio exten- 
sions starting at $1095. 
Hobby greenhouses starting 
at $599. Full line of green- 
house accessories. Call B.C. 
Greenhouse Builders or 
write 7425 Hadley Avenue, 
Burnaby~ B.C. V5E 2R1. 
Greenhouse and Hydroponic 
Supplies. Best selection and 
pricing in Canada. Same 
day shipping. Toll free ord- 
er line 1-800-663-5619. 
Western Water Farms, 1244 
Seymour Street, Vancouver. 
Call for our catalogue. 
HELP WANTED 
Experienced Journeyman 
Mechanic required for Field 
MACHINERY Service of John Deere 
Estate equipment auction equipment. Interior location, 
Saturday • October 15, 11 benefit package. Resume to 
a.m. Farm, logging, sawmill Box 248, 188 N. 1st Avenue, 
equipment, to0ls. Robertson Williams Lake, B.C. V2C 
Road, Mcleese Lake. For 1Y8. Required A.S.A.P. 
Information call Joe Wark 
Auctions, 747-1894, Ques- Sales Rap required by GM 
nel~ B.C. dealer In Port Hardy. Call 
FOR SALE MISC. Ernle 949-7442. 
Guelph Ontario Web Offset 
Stained Glass, Tools, Books, PrintingOperatlon requires 
Supplies. Shop by mail and Plant Manager. Applicants 
save 30% to 50% - 100 must be familiar with all 
page mall order catalogue available-($5.00 refundable aspects of Coldset Web. 
deposit required). Tollfree 
1-800-363-7855 or write: The 
Glass Place, 50 Ste. Anne 
St., Points-Claire, Quebec. 
H9S 4P8. 
Storage Problems? Used 
steam ship containers, 8' X 
8' X 35' long, Insulated and 
in good condition. Call 
Lorne or Llnda at (804)530- 
7318. 
Lighting Fixtures. Western 
Canada's largest display., 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
Catalogues available, Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre., 4600 
East Hastings street, Burn- 
aby, B.C. VSC 2K5. Phone 
1-299-0666. 
back? Stiff Joints? Sleeping 
hands? ' 'Beulah O11 '~ 
helpall Send $1. for bro- 
chure/ Informatlon: Beulah 
Land, Box 1086, •Portage La 
Pralrle, Man. R1 N 3C5, 
Salary $35,000. - $45,000. 
Resume to Webmitn, 93 Re- 
fil l Road, Guelph, Ontario. K 1B6. 
Experienced Meat Cutter/ 
Manager required for Nor- 
thern food market store. 
Wages negotiable depend- 
Ing experience. Full Medical 
Benefits. Send Resume, 
Shopper's Food, Box 1210, 
Chetwynd~ B.C. V0C 1J0. 
Registered Nurses: The 
Hanna Health Care Com- 
plex, a 50.bed fully accredit- 
ed acute care hospital, re- 
quires casual & full time 
general duty nurses, Salary 
& benefits as per United 
ty is seeking level one sales- 
man for full time Auto Plan 
position. Must be motivat- 
ed, versatile and willing to 
learn. Reply In own hand- 
writing with resume and 
salary expectations. Port 
Hardy Insurance Services 
Ltd., Box.520, Port Hardy, 
B.C. V0N 2P0, Fax 949- 
5900. Applications will be 
held In strictest confidence. 
PERSONALS 
World's Smallest Bible? 
Imaglnel 1,245 pages - all 
773,746 words of-Old and 
New Testaments (King 
James' Version) on one 
thin, flexible 2"x2" slldel 
Now, carry the comforting 
presence of the full Holy 
Bible in your wallet, your 
~urse, everywhere you ~jo. 
old it, and every word is 
touching the palm of your 
handl Comes in protective 
folder with description. Not 
religious? It's so unbeliev- 
ably different you'll still 
want one to show your 
friends. Some say carrying 
it brings surprising good 
luck, too. Order today. Sat- 
isfaction guaranteed. Only 
$5. plus 30c Provincial Tax, 
postpaid. Make your cheque 
to: Small Bible, and mall to: 
Small Bible, 2376 Wast 12th 
Ave., Vancouver, B.C. V6K 
2N9. 
Body? Mind? Who are you? 
Call Tollfree 1-800-F.O.R. 
T.R.U.T.H. 367-8788. 
Free 24 Carat Gold can be 
ours simply by joining 
orth America's most excit- 
ing Jewelry club. No mem- 
bership fees . . .  No obliga- 
tion. For free information 
write Jewelry with PIzaz, 
716 Kipling St., Clearwater, 
Ontario. NTS 5B5. 
Nurses of Alberta contract. 
Applicant must be eligible 
for Alberta registration. 
Phone or write Dalyce 25 WORDS 
Greenslade, Director of Pat- 
ient Services, Hanna Gener- $159 
al Hospital, Box 730, Ham 
na, Alia. T0J 1PO. Phone 
(403)654-3331. 
Health reasons. Thorogen 
Kennels offering three show 
quality three-month male 
puppies, one uanadlan 
champion 21h year female, 
one 4 year female, one 11/= 
year spade female. Informa- 
tion or pedigrees: 1-357- 
9590 Dorothy. 
REAL ESTATE 
Thinking of a move to Kel- 
owns? For complimentary 
copies of the Real Estate 
Review and business oppor- 
tunities write to Gerry Fre- 
chette, 840 Mount Royal 
Drive, Kelowna. V1Y 8G3 or 
~ 04)861-5204 after 6 p.m. entury Twenty-one. 
SERVICES 
',ICBC Offered me $3,500. 
Carey Linde got me $194,- 
O00.", G.N. - Abbotsford. 
Vancouver Lawyer Carey 
Llnde (since 1972) has Free 
Information. Phone 1-684- 
7798. Second Opinions Glad- 
ly Given. 
ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
Dale Carr-Harrls - 20 years 
a trial lawyer with five years 
medical school before law. 
0-669-4922 (Vancouver). Ex- 
perienced in head Injury 
and other major claims. Per- 
centage fees available. 
Get a complete Dlvorc(~ 5-15 
weeks. Just $69.95 plus 
court costs. Processing ex- 
tra. No court appearance. 
No consent ot spouse neces- 
sary. Eligible??? Find out, 
free Information and Div- 
orce Actl l l  Dlvoroervice, 
587-2900, 201 - 1252 Bur- 
rard, Vancouver, B.C. Same 
system since 1970. 
WANTED 
Have An Idea? If so Nstlonsl 
company seeks Ideas, Inven- 
tions, new products. Call 
1-800-663-9643 or 684-5030, 
ask for Mr. Normand La- 
Blne. 
20 
,5 
CLASSIFIED 
German Shepherd cross, approx. 5 
years old to give away to a good 
home. Phone 638-2087 evenings. 
10112p 
One-year old Doberman Pincer/ 
Husky to give away to good home. 
Phone 635-2242. 10/12p 
Wanted: one horse, 15 hands high or 
more, gentle. Price negotiable. 1112p 
For Sale: A 1982 2-horse trailer, with 
height extension. In very good con- 
dition. Phone: 635-2812 or 635-4043. 
1015p 
Otter horse vlte.mlneral supple- 
ment, 2 kg. for $8.00. Loose hay for 
mulch $35 p.u. load -- you pick up. 
Phone 635-2118. 10112p 
5 puppies to give away in about 3 
weeks -- Maltese/Cocker Spaniel 
cross. Phone 638-0496. 10121 
Lorraine Krauza of Prince 
George. 
Barb is a Caledonia 
Secondary School 
graduate and has her 
Bachelor of Civil 
Engineering degree from 
UBC. She is currently with 
the Ministry of Transpor- 
tation and Highways traf- 
fic section, Victoria. 
Kent  obtained his 
Masters in Chemical 
Engineering from UBC. 
and is employed at the 
Crofton Pulp and Paper 
Division of Fletcher 
Challenge Canada. 
The wedding will take 
place in Victoria October 
9, 1988, and the couple 
will reside in Cobble Hill, 
B.C. 
Classified Ads- Dead l ine  is Monday ,  1 p ,m,  
As a public service the Temme Rtvbw will print free of charge any ad offering to share 
something with the community (eg., rides, child care, free items). In addition there will be 
no charge for "Lost & Found" or for ads placed by individuals eeking work. 
RATES: Non-display - per Issue: $4.00 for 30"words or less, additional 
wards 5¢ each. 
Display • per issue: $4.75 per column inch. 
We reserve the right to classify, edit or refuse any advertisement. 
TERMS: Payment with order unless otherwise arranged. 
Please send your ad with payment to: 4535 Greig Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VSG IM7 
English beige mohair sweater, large 
size. Cost $110., never been worn. 
Asking $60. Phone 638-1588. 10114 
Miscellaneous Colecovlslon cart. 
ridges, $10. Karate Ghi, size 3, $15. 
Phone 635.4206. 10121 
1985 Chevy Spectrum, 4 cyl., 
5-speed, 4-door, gold, Immaculate 
condition, low mileage. $5,900. 
Phone 635-3454 •eves., 638-4269 
days. 10112p 
1967 Chew Mellbu, candy apple red, 
completely restored. Asking $8,500. 
Phone 635-5027. 1112p 
Girls size 13 white figure skates, 
$10. Pool bridge for a pool table, $5. 
White wall-mount sink, $10. Phone 
638.8028. 10121 
Admiral 30" electric, stove; gold, very 
good condition. Asking $250. but 
make an offer! It has to go! 10114 
21 cubic foot freezer; good condi- 
tion, 3 baskets, 2 dividers. Asking 
$200. Phone 635-5829. 10/14 
1979 Olde Delta 88; cruise control, 
AMIFM tape player, good running 
condition. Asking $2,000 obo. Phone 
Doug 624-6459 evenings. 10/21 
1977 Mercury Marque; engine needs 
work, good Interior, fair body, fully 
loaded. Asking $300. Phone 
632-7826 or 632-5992. 10114 
1973 Dodge Charger; V8, 318, 
4-speed, automatic, completely re- 
built from ground up, all new parts. 
Must be seen. Asking $4,000 obo. 
Phone 632-6425. 10/28 
1973 Datsun. Asking $300 obo. 
Phone 635-7602. 10/21 
Black VW Bug, good running condi- 
tion. Asking $500 obo. Phone 
624-4109. 11/4 
Responsible mother will babysit in- 
fants or toddlers in my home. Thorn- 
heights area. $201day. Phone 
635-6987. 10121 
Fully experienced Janitor seeks full- 
time work. Experienced in all phases 
of building maintenance and securi- 
ty. Phone 635-6116. 10126p 
Situation wanted: Experienced failer 
seeking employment. Phone 
635-2803, unit 5. Ask for John Ander- 
son. 1015p 
Daytime nanny needed with own 
transportation, to attend to 4.year- 
old and his activities. Phone 
635-7369. 1015p 
Experienced babysitter needed for 
weekend sitting. Phone 638.8398. 
tfnc 
Manor Villa 
Apar tments  
now renting 1 & 2 bedroom 
suites. Phone 635.4503 
evenings. ~_ 
I I 
For rent or lease: 1,000 sq. ft. office, 
store or shop space. Lots of parking. 
For further Information phone 
635.3355. tfnp 
OFFICES FOR RENT 
Newly renovated offices 
4600 Block Lakelse 
1 - -  200 square feet 
I - -  850 square feet 
Phone 638-1446 
between 9 a.m. & 3 p.m. 
9/21c 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, laundry 
facilities and parking. 
638-8398 ,r.~ 
I I  
FOR LEASE 
Store Front 
Warehouse ~ 
Light Industrial 
| unit, 951 sq. ft. 
I unit, 1,800 sq, ft. 
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
2 adjoining units, 1,735 
sq. ft .  each. Some office. 
Keith Ave. & Kenney St. 
635-7459 
FOR RENT 
* 1.2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
, Laundry facilities & balconies 
, Two blocks from downtown 
, Rents start at $340.00 
, References required 
Woodland Apartments 
635.3922 or 635-5224 
Newspaper oll ends from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635.7840. tfnp 
One bedroom suite: queen size al- 
mond and oak water bed, 2 dressers, 
2 night tables. Phone 635-2119 even- 
ings. 1015p 
140,000 BTU Newmac wood-oil com- 
bination furnace. Asking $950. 
Phone 635-3009. 1112p 
As new boy's hockey skates, top 
quality Micron brnad, $25 per pair, 
sz. 11, 12 & 1. Phone 638-8398 or 
635-4140. tfnc 
6-inch Jointer.planer complete with 
protractor and stand. Asking $300. 
Pho ne 635-2507. 10114 
Baby's crib, good condition.Asking 
$30. Phone 635-6367 anytime. 10/14 
Panasonlc ghetto blaster;, AMIFM 
radio, cassette & record player. Ask- 
Ing $100. Phone 635-7602. 10/21 
Atari with some games. Asking $40. 
Phone 635-7602. 1012.1 
Various hockey gear. Phone 
635-7602. 10121 
Large bags of rabbit manure, $6. 
Pickup loads of any type of fire- 
wood, $30. Phone 638-0496. 10121 
"Best in Town!" 
Summit Square 
Large bud table with double wood 
legs, Asking $550. Phone 635-2507. 
10114 
2 piece, beige sectional. Has 5 bot- 
tom cushions & 10 back cushions. 
Newly cleaned, excellent condition. 
Asking $800. Phone 632.6729. 10128 
Almond 30" range Mark III -- Sears. 
Askifig $475. Call Finn at 638-1377. 
10/14 
Lost -- A gold medal Alert bracelet 
with Alzhe " " .betic inscrib- 
ed on th( FOUND :ound please 
phone 635.5304. A reward is offered. 
10112p 
Lost -- on Park Avenue, Black and 
white Manx kitten, tailess. Answers 
to the name Thumper, 3 months old. 
Reward offered. Phone 635-5892. 
1015p' 
Lost -- Male black Lab in Thornhlll 
area. Answers to "Spriz". Call ..... 
635-3943. 10112p 
Lost: female cat, black with white 
markings, 1 year old, from the Cot- 
tonw0od Crescent area. Phone 
635-3748. 1012! 
Lost: one child's-size wire frame 
glasses in Th0rnhill Primary field, 
Phone 635-3748. 10121 
Inboard let for riverboat, $800. 
Phone 635.3303. 1015p 
Motorcycles wanted: Kawasaki 90 
and Honda Z.50 mini-bike. In running 
condition or for parts. Phone 
635-9341. 1015p 
Apartments 
1984 Custom 250 street bike, like 
new, excellent condition. Asking 
$800. Phone 638-8222. 10121 
.One bedroom from: Two bedroom from:" 
s325 s per month per mont 
t 
• Attractive, sp-acious, with storage room. i 
• Colored appliances and fixtures. 
• Beautiful cupboards, double stainless sinks. 
I I  Large balconies with screened patlo doors. 
I I  Laundry facilities. 
• Security enter-phones and deedbolts. 
I I  Fully draped and c~ordineted to w/W" carpets. : : 
• SIx channel satellite 1",1/. : : 
• Racquet courts. 
I I  Ample parking. 
Fender guitar & hard case. Yamaha 
amplifier. Asking $500. Phone 
635-3421. 10114 
Peavey Mark IV bass amplifier with 
1810 speaker cabinet, containing 
one 18" & two 10" speakers. Asking 
$900. Phone 635.9638. 10114 
~ i For sale: Cleanet in good condition. 
$175 o.b.e. Phone 635-2680. 10119p . . . . . .  | ,  . " I I  References required. . ~ | 
Lookmg for motivated, quaid:iea I I . . . - t 
permanent, or part-t,me staff! ]~ ~ . - $ 9 6 ~  /~ , 
O u r  resource  c l ients  now include ~ ~ " r ~ ' " " / ' " b 
• i;ayroll Superviso s " ~ • i\ i ~ _ 
• 2.- 3 Year CGA Students Posit ion I 
• Graphic Artist l ~ lab le  for an  I 
I • Superior Typists ' i : i ! l  I ~ . ~ I o l f , l M n t l v a l t e d  I 
I • Accounting/Bookkeepers ~ ~  ~, n-e- [ 
[ • Reception and Clerical I I  " ?e . "~?L '~L '~L" '~,~ '~," :~:~; ' "  I 
I And...a staff : specialist in Accpac computer I I  ~rusuu a.iu ~.~a- , , ,  =,,.-\ j  .- . . . . . . .  I 
I software installation. Ask about our training I I  rhone635-7840 I 
packages and trouble-shooting services. ! Sheridan ,ackman Consultants Inc. I! ,,I 
Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to 
make? Understanding all your alter- 
natives makes you really free to 
choose. For a confidential, caring 
friend, call Birthright, 635-3907, 
anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- 
ING. tfn 
Kltimat Crisis Line ~'nd referral ser- 
vice: Phone 632-4333 open 7 days a 
week. 9 p;m. to 9 a.m. Answering ser- 
vice during the day. tfnp 
Abortion Counselling, Information 
and referral service. Fridays 10-12. 
Phone  638,0994: A f te r  hours 
635-3487. Confidentiality assured. 
tfn 
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Kelum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full,time, 
part-time or drop-in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
wanted: anyone who can speak 
Mandsdn Chinese or anyone who 
knows someone who can speak it. 
Contact Walt Mclntyre, supervisor 
of directed studies, Caledonia 
Senior Secondary School, 635-6531. 
11/2c 
MUST Sell! 1238 eq. ft. well- 
maintained basement home on 4.94 
acres, only 10 minutes from down, 
town, on paved road. This 3 - 2 bed- 
room homeiwlth spacious kitchen & 
dining room, carport, fireplace, patio 
• & 21/a baths, must be seen to be ap- 
preciated. Asking price $75,000. 
Phone 635.9559 after 6 pm for more 
~informatlon &appointment o view. 
10/14 
Small trailer park with potential, on 
approx. 61/= acres in Thornhill 
horseshoe area. Some financing 
available. Phone 635-4453. 1015p 
Large 10t for sale on east side of 
Kenney, just south of Agar. $12,0000 
o.b.e. Phone 835-7421. 10/5p 
Stewart home: 4 bedroom, 3 
bathroom quality home on two lots. 
Fireplace, hardwood floors plus 
1986 Dodge D.50 Power Ram. Asking 
$7,600. Phone635-3009. 10114 
1985 =/4 4x4 XLT Lariat; 20,000 miles, 
ex cond. Must be seen to be ap- 
preciated. To view after 5 pm 4017 
Yeo Street (on bench). Phone 
635-3048. 10/14 
1980 Toyota 4x4; 63,000 original 
kms, recent paint, roll.bar, T-roof, 
radials, good clean truck, hie rust. 
Small part trade considered. Asking 
$5,995 obo. Phone 624-3240. 10121 
1968 GMC pickup; 8 It box. Asking 
$700. Phone 638-8222. 10/21 
Room and board required for Grade 
12 student, prefer downtown area. 
Call (Kitwanga) 849.5578. 10/19p 
Wanted to rent or house sit: needed 
A.S.A.P. 2 or 3.bedroom partly fur- 
nished house or duplex. Excellent 
references. Phone Terri 635-6970. 
10/21 
Wanted: used go.cart. Phone 
624.5957. 10114 
Wanted: playpen in good condition 
&- reasonably priced, for young 
start ing out. Phone 
10/21 
much more. Attached garage, wood mother 
shed, garden shed. $69,500. Cal l  847.5465. 
636-2556. 10112p 
For sale 16 acres on Kalum Lake 
Drive. For Information, please phone 
635-5289. 10119p 
Attractive 3-bedroom home, in Ideal I 
• location, 2 bathrooms plus ensure, | 
fireplace, fully finished downstairs, 
t double-wide driveway, carport. Two week occupancy. Reduced to $87,500. Appointment only 635-6547. 1112p 
NOTICE 
RE: 
TREE PLANTING 
Wanted: Farm or fanmiand, 80 to 160 
acres, air soil, plus some timber, 
good water supply. Phone 694.3588, 
Marko. 1015p 
1985 VW Westphalia; like new. Ask- 
ing $18,000 firm. Phone 635-2507. 
10/14 
1974 Vanguard camper; ex cond, 
3.burner stove, fridge, oven, furnace 
& Jacks. Asking $1,000 obo. To view 
phone 624-6151. 10/21 
16x18' trailer; breakfast nook, 
bedroom, bathroom with shower, 
ample cupboards, fridge, propane 
stove. Asking $1,000 obo. To view 
phone 635.7647. 10121 
1985 -- 3/4 Tone 4x4 
XLT Lariat 
20,000 miles, ex. cond. 
Must be seen to be 
appreciated. To view after 
5 p.m. at 4017 Yeo Street 
(on the bench), phone: 
835.3048 
1015p 
1985 Nlssen King Cab, AM/FM 
stereo, 4 mounted winter tires, 
canopy, $7,200. Phone 635-3793. 
10/12p 
1986 Dodge D.60 Power Ram, asking 
$7,600. Phone 635-3009. 1112p 
1981 Submban ,/,-ton truck, V-8, 
auto. transmission, tape deck. C/W 
trailer package. Asking $5,000 o.b.e. 
Phone 635-3780. 1112p 
1978 Jeep Pickup 4 x 4. Must sell. 
First offer over $2,000 takes. Phone 
635.7375 or 638-7292 after 6 p.m. 
1112p 
1988 Ford Bronco II; black with red 
interior, AMIFM cassette stereo, air 
conditioning, push guard with fog 
lamps, reclining seats & sporting 
rims, Asking $17,500. Phone 
627-7211; 10!21 
CONTRACTS 
SKEENA SAWMILLS 
Viewing for the 1989 Spring 
planting of approximately 
346,000 (plus or minus) trees on 
• the Kltlmat Tree Farm will occur 
October 19, 1988. Meet at 8:00 
a.m. sharp at Skeena Sawmills 
office. Allow a full day for the 
initial viewing with further view- 
ing at the discretion of the con- 
tractor. 
Packages for planting showing 
maps, stock types, etc. may be 
picked up on the viewing date or 
from October 17 to October 20 if 
unable to view on the indicated 
date. 
Viewing Is mandatory prior to 
submission of bids. 
For further information contact 
D. Keating or S. Marleau of 
Skeena Sawmills office, phone 
635-6336. 
Scott Marleau, R.P.F. 
Forester 
10112C 
(~ . Province of 
8ritishColumbla 
• Mlhistry of 
Transportation & Highways 
HIGHWAYS -- TENDERS 
Electoral District: Skeena 
Highway District: Terrace 
Project or Job Number: T.5122.0002 -- 
Retender 
Project or Job Description: Intrusion Alarm 
System Weigh Scale. 
Work shall include all supervision, labour, 
materials, plant, equipment and incidentals 
required to execute and complete all work 
specified or indicated on the drawings 
associated with the Intrusion alarm system. 
Tenders will be opened on: Wednesday, 
October 19, 1988 at 2:00 p.m. at: 940 
Blanshard Street, Victoria, B.C. " 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified Deposit 
Cheque is not required. 
Documents and a drawing are available free 
of charge ONLY from: Terrace District 
Office, 300 . 4546 Park Ave., Terrace, 
e.c VaG lV4, Phone 638.3360 and .5G-940 
Blanahard Street, Vlctoda B.C, Phone: 
387.1411 unless otherwise specified, 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. Monday to Friday, except Holidays, 
M.V. Collins 
Acting Deputy Minister 
10150 
i = = = 
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC. 
NOTICE TO 
CONTRACTORS 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. will be 
conducting Mechanical Site 
Preparation enTree  Farm 
License #1 in preparation for 
Tree Planting. These projects. 
will commence this fall. 
Scope of entire project is 
approximately 2,000 hectares. 
Treatment units will be from 5 to 
50 hectares. 
Equipment to be  used will 
include: 
• Tractor with brush ~ blade 36 
kw to 25 kw rating (cat D3 to D8 
equivalent). 
• Excavators with rake 
attachments 18,000 kgm to 
75,000 kgm (cat 205 to 235 
equivalent). 
Interested part ies  should 
contact the Company Forestry 
DepaRment at 635.6550. 
10/5c 
,n  
( ~  Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways 
HIGHWAYS --  TENDERS 
Electoral District: Skeena 
Highway District: Terrace 
Project or Job Number:. E - -  4672 
Project or Job Description: The installation 
of  electrical conduit and conductors and 
the construction of wood supports for three 
electronic signs at the approaches to the 
Terrace Weigh Scales. 
Tender Opening Date/Time: Friday, October 
14, 1988 at 2:00 p.m. 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified Deposit Cheque 
is not required. 
Tender documents with envelope, plans, 
specif cations and conditions of tender are 
available free of charge ONLY from M n stry 
of Transportation and Highways, 400 - -  
4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V4 
between the hours of 8:30 and 4:00 p,m. 
Monday to Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number o f  originating office: 
638-3440. 
Tenders will be opened at Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways, 400 -- 4546 
Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VaG 1V4 (Fourth 
Floor, Trlgo Building). 
J.R. Newhouse 
Ministry Official 
10112c 
( ~  Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Transportation & Highways 
HIGHWAYS -- TENDERS 
Electoral DistrCt: Skeena 
Highway D~strtct: Terrace 
Project or Job Number: C -- 5032 
Project or Job Description: Asphalt surfacing -Km 
44,6. Highway 16 West• 
Tender Opening Date/Time: October 14. 1988 at 2:00 
p.m. 
Tender documents with envelope, plans, specifics- 
lions and conditions of tender are available free of 
charge ONLY from Ministry o! Transportation and 
Highways, 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1V4 between Ihe hours of 8.30 and 4:00 p.m. 
Monday to Friday. except Holidays• 
Phone number of originating olfice: 638.3360. 
Tenders will be o~ned at Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways, 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G iV4. 
P,M. Wtghtman 
District Highways Manager 
I0/t2c 
blanket; 
. wo.os I1 $159 
:' , . | 
SEALED TENDEH~ ror ins projuut uu~llu~u uo,.,w, ~, . . . . . . . . . .  
Transport Canada and endorsed with the project name and contract 
number, will be received until the specified closing date. Tender 
documents can beobtained through Regional Manager, Materiel and 
Contracting Services, Room 742, 800 Burrard Street, Vancouver, B.C., 
Telephone: (604) 666-5661 on payment of the applicable deposit. 
THE PROJECT NAME: RENOVATION OF PUBLIC WASHROOMS 
IN AIR TERMINAL BUILDING 
PROJECT LOCATION: TERRACE AIRPORT, B.C. 
PROJECT NUMBER: $1-P166-0141 
CONTRACT NUMBER: 88-1-92 
THE WORK INCLUDES: THE REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING FLOOR 
AND WALL TILES, SUSPENDED GELLING 
AND LIGHTING, SINKS AND FIXTURES, 
DOORS, MILLWORK AND ACCESSORIES 
WITH NEW; REPLACEMENT OF FLOOR 
TOILET FLUSHERS WITH WALL 
FLUSHERS: AND DRYWALL REPAIRS IN 
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S WASHROOMS: 
REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING URINALS 
IN MEN'S WASHROOM: REPLACEMENT 
OF TOILET CUBICLES IN WOMEN'S 
WASHROOM AND OTHER RELATED WORK. 
TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES: F.J. GEYER, P.ENG. PHONE: 666-5717 
TENDER ENQUIRIES: 
PHONE: 866-5861 
FAX: 666-6476 ~" 
TELEX: 04-54320 
CLOSING DATE:  OCTOBER 24, 1988, 1500 HOURS 
VANCOUVER TIME. 
DEPOSIT: $50.00. This deposit must be made in the 
form of a cheque made payable to the 
-order of the Receiver General for Canada 
and will be released on return of the 
documents in good condition within 14 
days from the •date of tender opening. 
Tender documents'may also be seen at Amalgamated Construction 
Association of B.C., 2675 Oak Street, Vancouver, B.C.; Terrace Con- 
struction Assn., 4931 Kelth Avenue, Terrace; Kitimat Construction 
Assn., 724 Enterprise, Kltimat; B.C. Northern Construction, 3851-18 
Ave., Prince George; Prince Rupert Construction Assn, 739-2nd 
Avenue W., Prince Rupert; Bulkley Valley Construction Assn., 4124 
Railway Ave., Smlthers, Victoria Construction Assn., 1075 Alson St., 
Victoria. 
To be considered, each tender must be submitted In duplicate on the 
forms supplied by the Department of Regional Manager Metedel and 
Contracting Services, Room 742, 800 Burrard Street,Vancouver, B.C. 
Telephone (604) 668-5661. All Tenders must be accompanied by the 
security specified on the tender documents. 
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted. 
1015c 
, Christmas Parties • 
, Weddings . 
, Banquets * 
• Service Club Activities 
Ideal for groups of 50 - -80  
Call early to book the 
Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club 
for your preferred ate. 
3525 Golf Course Road 
635-2542 
Food Servicc 
,., Dance Floor 
~,, Bar Service 
,i Music Available 
(on rcqucs! ) 
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'Board of Health, drama). .!students .. '  
. . -  unite to confront teen drinking " 
TERRACE - -  A report released the social tangles that lead kids In announcing the project, 
earlier this year on the Subject of 
drug and alcOhol abuse among 
B.C. adolescents sent shock 
waves through the health and 
education communities.., the 
frequency and intensity of intox- 
ication in teenagers was shown 
to be much worse than anyone 
suspected. 
The report, based on a survey 
taken by the Ministry of Health 
in 1987, indicated that nearly 
one-fourth of the 14,712 
adolescents urveyed had been 
drunk in the previous four 
weeks, one out of five had gone 
on weekend drinking binges at 
least three times in their lives, 
and 12.5 percent of the respon- 
dents have received warnings 
from. police related to alcohol 
consumption. 
In an  effort to sort through 
to turn into problem drinkers, 
the Skeena Union Board of 
Health has launched a unique 
"project hat takes advantage of a 
unique local resource: the 
theater arts students at Skeena 
Junior Secondary School. 
The theater arts students, 
under the guidance of teacher 
Brian Koven, have gained a 
reputation for hard-hitting, 
straight-shooting high quality 
productions that take on dif- 
ficult and sensitive material 
without flinching. This project 
could be their biggest challenge; 
the teens at Skeena have a cer- 
tain amount of notoriety with 
regard to substance abuse, and 
many of the 50 or so involved in 
the theater arts program will be 
confronting issues that loom 
large in their lives, 
Heart Foundation 
issues cookbook 
The-Canadian Heart Founda- 
tion has come out with The 
Lighthearted Cookbook, a 
brand new collection of health- 
ful recipes, dietary information, 
and sound advice on lifestyle 
changes. Author Anne Lindsay 
has included lots of suggestions 
to make heart-healthy eating 
• more interesting. 
- Beautiful color photographs 
and a modest price ($14.95) 
make the cookbook a good 
choice for yourself or a thought- 
ful gift for someone you care 
about• It's not available in 
bookstores - -  call Karen Enri- 
quez (Chairperson of Terrace 
Unit, B.C. Heart Foundation) at: 
638-0487 to place your order. 
Part of the proceeds go to the 
B.C. and Yokon Heart Founda- 
tion. 
BC Tel 
offering the old service right up 
until the new system goes into 
ef fec t ,  Bakker explained. 
Presently Hixon and Cluculz 
Lake have one-way EAS plans 
into Prince George, and Topley 
to Houston. While some nor- 
thern communities are interested 
in getting or expanding EAS 
plans, some consumers in the 
lower mainland are looking to 
get out. Two-way EAS plans 
between a number of exchanges 
like Burnaby and West Van- 
couver means some consumers 
pay a lot for their basic service. 
An individual ine in a residence 
can cost as much as $19, Meers 
said. "Some want to go off the 
Vancouver base, perhaps having 
only a small cluster of exchanges 
for their EAS. If they do have 
occasion to call outside the area, 
they'd rather pay the long 
" " -  continued from page 10 
distance charge:" 
BC Tel is now in the summa- 
tion stage, Meers said. Thebid 
to lower long distance rates is 
due to changes in. technology 
which ;,low the company to of-. 
fer better service l'or a lower 
prices, she said. She doesn't an- 
ticipate any problem in having 
final approval granted. The 
CRTC will also belooking at all 
of the aspects of the EAS pro- 
posal before an approved 
package will be available for 
communities to consider for 
their own phone service. 
BC Tel also wants the Com- 
mission to set their profit levels 
at about 14 percent for the next 
few years, but some speakers at 
the hearings noted that keeping 
the profit level at 12 percent 
would allow for a lowering of 
local rates. 
Sea creatures - -  cont inued from page 19 
draws its limbs up into its snail 
shell and uses its one large claw 
to cover the opening like a door. 
Some of our B,C. sea 
creatures are so still and stable 
scientists thought they were 
plants until relatively recently, 
like the organ-less, tissue-less 
sponge, The sea cucumber 
moves so slowly, a graceful 
backwards flip is the fastest 
method it can use to escape a 
.hungry starfish, which, luckily 
for the ocean gerkins, is also 
slow moving, Scallops, .on the 
other hand, have a jet engine to 
flee the starfish,, opening-and 
:.closing their shells rapidly to 
shoot water out the back, look- 
ing like gag-shop false teeth clat- 
tering away. The Pacific flying 
squid, propels, itself with .such 
.. ~ed j t  zooms right ou.( o f  the 
water, gliding 40 or 50 feet 
through the air. 
After viewing the short f i lm 
and slides taken by underwater 
photographer Brent Cook, 
members of the audience ex- 
amined the exhibits and asked 
questions about the Royal B.C, 
Museum, protected marine 
'parks', the speakers' tour, and 
~ "~:.i ~! , 't:LYG':.v " 
Skeena Chief  Medical .Health 
Officer Dr. David Bowering said 
the group will be up against 
some formidably entrenched 
social attitudes• "Alcohol is the 
social drug of choice, and it's 
come to symbolize a rite of 
passage for young people, a 
growing up. It's so pervasive 
that we've developed all sorts of. 
ways of not seeing it." 
Bowering went on to say that 
the current agenda will have the 
project steering committee 
members --  Eleanor Bell, Carol 
Harvie, Sue Higgins, Carol Har- 
rison, Joyce Krause, Bowering 
himself and part-time coor- 
dinator Gall Murray - -  immers- 
ed in a two-day intensive 
workshop Oct. 15 and 16. Then 
it will be the students turn, as 
they meet With some people who 
have direct experience with the 
problem: Alcoholics Anony- 
mous, Alateen, the Salvation 
Army's Harbour Light Mission, 
a medical doctor and others. 
That will be followed by a 
therapeutic counselling and 
workshop session• 
"Ideally, the students .would 
go on to develop the plays," 
Bowering concluded. They're 
hoping for two plays: one direct- 
ed at Grade 5 to 7 students titled 
"Squeeze" ,  addressing the 
pressure on young people to take 
up drinking, and another for 
older teens called "Juice". 
Bowering said they hope to be 
able to take the second play on a 
tour of the Health Unit region in 
the spring. The entire p~Ocess of 
developing the plays will be 
videotaped by CFTK and pro- 
duced as a documentary• 
Brian Koven says one of the 
reasons he likes running the 
theater arts program is that 
students are open with him in a 
manner that would be unlikely if 
he were, for example, a math 
teacher. One of his students died 
last summer in an accident hat 
involved alcohol, and he has a 
personal interest in seeing this 
project bear fruit. 
"Every Friday Caledonia stu- 
dents get together and decide 
where they're going to drink," 
Koven said. "The figures indi- 
-cote 75 percent of teenagers 
drink• Maybe that's an exagger- 
ation, maybe not, but it's a 
point of view," 
Koven described the current 
school program, consisting 
largely of the Ministry of Educa- 
tion's recently conceived Family 
Life course, as a "raindrop", 
and he stressed that the success 
of the Board of Health project 
will require active involvement 
of parents in supporting the 
students' efforts. "Teenagers 
are not moved by a two percent 
effort,"_ he said. 
It's a "very risky" under- 
taking, he said. The plays have 
by Allen 
Wootton 
Usually I like to begin these articles 
with a little information about astronomy 
and then to describe some of the.things 
that might be especially good tO look for 
in the night sky for the coming month. 
This month it gives me a great deal of 
pleasure to begin instead bytelling you 
about a new astronomy club, the Terrace 
Astronomical Society, that began in Ter, 
race last month. 
On September 20th nineteen people at- 
tended the first meeting Of the Society 
that was held in the Terrace Public 
Library. I was among themand I think 
I wasn't alone in feeling really excited at finding so many in- 
terested people gathered-for the meeting. Someof: those .that at-. 
tended the meeting Seemed to know quite a loi, aboutastr0nomY 
while others said they knew just a little, but all shared a common 
interest in the subject. 
The Terrace Astronomical Society will hold regular meetings 
on the third Tuesday of each month. These meetings will begin at 
7:30 p.m. in the Terrace Public Library. The next meeting will be 
held on Tuesday, October 18. At the meeting Todd Kill.ran will 
give a presentation on how to get started in astronomy. He's 
going to show some books and magazines that are helpful .for 
finding and learning constellations• Afterwards, if the weather 
co-operates, there will be telescopes set up outside the library so 
everyone can look at a few of the many interesting objects to be 
found there. New members (or potential members) are most 
welcome. 
Besides the monthly meetings, the Astronomical Society will be 
sponsoring a weekly observing night, also at the Terrace Public 
Library. Throughout he winter, one or more telescopes will be 
set up near the library from 8 p.m. until about 9:30 p.m. on clear 
Tuesday evenings. If you would like to look through a telescope 
this is a good opportunity to do so. 
Besides having a good turnout for the first meeting of the 
Astronomical Society we also had good weather. When it was 
dark enough outside we went out with a telescope. It was great to 
look at Saturn's rings, the beautiful double star Albireo, a double 
cluster of stars between the constellations Cassiopeia nd Perseus, 
and at a formation called the Ring Nebula in the Constellation 
Lyra. 
For the past two months I have been enjoying watching the 
planets that are presently visible in the morning sky. During 
August it was neceasary to get up very early to see them before 
the Sun rose. Now, at 6 a.m. they are very bright in the still dark 
• morning sky. Furthest o the west is Mars, presently at a very 
close position with respect o the Earth. Its reddish hue is un- 
mistakable. The part of Mars that is Presently turned towards 
Earth is moving into Martian summer, and along with this season 
come frequent dust storms. Unfortunately, these" dust storms 
obscure much of the detail that might otherwise be visible on 
Mars' surface, and my recent views of this planet have been less 
rewarding than those I made two months ago .  
Because the planets move with respect o the stars, it can be 
fun to keep notes of their brightness and position. Mars will be a 
particularly good subject for this sort of record during October 
because its brightness will fade very noticeably as it moves away 
from us. 
Also at 6 a.m. Jupiter is high in the sky just slightly to the 
west of south. It is located in the constellation Taurus and it is 
well placed for observation ow. Slightly above and to the west 
of Jupiter is the jewel-like cluster of stars, the Pleiades, •while 
below and to the east is the fainter V-shaped cluster, the Hyades. 
To the southwest of Jupiter is the beautiful winter constellation 
Orion. 
Still further to the east you will see the planet Venus. Its bright 
white light outshines all other objects (except he moon) in the 
early morning sky. At the moment Venus is located in the con- 
stellation Leo, and on the morning of October 4 it will pass one- 
fifth of a degree south of Regulus, the brightest star in this con- 
stellation. The waning crescent moon, Regulus, and Venus will 
make a beautiful trio in the morning skies of October 6 and 7 
when all three bright objects will • be close together there. 
Mercury, the closest planet to the Sun, may be visible late in 
this month too, It is hard to see because, from our viewpoint, it 
never gets far from the Sun in the sky. Its greatest angular 
distance from the Sun is reached on October 26, when you may 
be able to see this moderately bright planet low in the southeast 
just before sunrise. 
Saturn is still visible in the evening this month. You will see:its - 
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Among other topics, Premier Vander Zalm discussed a pro- 
posed seniors' housing complex with Lou Gair when he 
visited the Happy Gang Centre last Thursday. Gair said he 
was encouraged by Vander Zalm's interest and said, "1 
think we may get something out of it. It just might be a 
breakthrough for us." The housing society is currently 
mired in bureaucracy in trying to obtain a piece of crown 
land east of the court house. 
Combined government center 
still under negotiation 
TERRACE-  An announce- 
ment that the Ministry of 
Forests will be leaving their 
Tillicum Theatre premises for 
new office space in a portion of 
a refurbished B.C. Hydro 
building next spring is no indica- 
the Government Agent's office, 
the Ministry of Environment 
and Conservation, Consumer 
Services,. Safety Engineering 
Services, Employment Stan- 
dards and Liquor Licensing and 
the Motor Vehicle Branch. 
"'...some action fairly quickly" 
Vander Zalm gives backing 
to northern university 
Premier Bill Vander Zalm has 
:given full support o the concept 
of a northern university and says 
he 's  willing to make his 
arguments incabinet. According 
to Vander Zaim, training profes- 
sionals in the north is the key to 
keeping them here, and in the 
long term, providing better 
engineering, economic and. 
medical services in the north• 
In an interview with the Ter- 
race Rev iew last Thursday mor- 
ning, Vander Zaim said, " I  
think soon, we will have to ad- 
dress this whole question of a 
proper facility in the* north," 
and, "There are a great, many 
arguments that I could make in 
support of providing more 
educational opportunities in the 
north." 
Later in the day, at the town 
meeting held at Caledonia 
Senior Secondary School, he ex- 
pressed his commitment in even 
stronger terms. He admitted 
there was also a case to be made 
for an Okanagan University, but 
choosing the forest industry as 
want to look at both sides of the 
argument. And in considering 
the northern concept of a 
university with several regional 
campuses, the argument might 
be that it wouldn't create a 
"strong" university. 
"The university might be 
an example, he pointed out that weakened by that and therefore 
if there is to be research into bet- not attract he same calibre of 
people to teach. And that's an ter forest management, " It  
should be done where the forest 
base is strong --  and that's in 
the north." He then hinted, " I  
don't want to give you dates but 
I think you can look forward to 
some action fairly quickly." 
He indicated at the same time 
that the final debate is far from 
over. He said that Stan Hagen, 
the Minister of Advanced 
Education, would at some point 
Regional district 
objects to CBC move 
The Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine has sent a letter 
to the Canadian Radio- 
Television and Telecommunica- 
tions Commission (CRTC) com- 
plaining about the reduction of 
Northwest content from CBC's 
Prince Rupert broadcast facility, 
CFPR. Following a CRTC hear- 
ing in Prince Rupert last March, 
the CBC was told they must 
maintain a "presence" in the 
Northwest, and their request o 
replace the 14 member Prince 
Rupert facility with a two- 
member "storefront" operation 
was denied. Instead, the CRTC 
recommended a four-person 
storefront operation which 
would maintain a three-hour 
weekday morning program 
originating in the Northwest. 
According to the regional 
district however, the CRTC 
decision has resulted in L the 
elimination of eight jobs and the 
reduction of regional services 
such as newscasts and afternoon 
programming which were at one 
time produced in the Northwest. 
"CFPR will provide (for the im- 
mediate future) a regional morn- 
ing show with newscasts 
originating from Vancouver," 
they complained. "The noon 
and afternoon programs have 
• argument," he said, but added, 
" I  would tend to think however, 
that in a province as large as 
British Columbia, as large as all 
of western Europe, you need 
facilities in the north. You can't 
be having these people making 
that trek south." 
Vander Zalm was later 
presented with a letter by Mayor 
Jack Talstra showing the sup- 
port of a northern university 
concept by city council. The In- 
terior University Society plans to 
present a completed feasibility 
study and petition to the Social 
Credit convention on Oct. 20, 
and the government is expected 
to reach a decision sometime 
next month. 
Lights out 
for mall 
Skeena Mail closed unex- 
pectedly last Monday when a 
B.C. Hydro transformer failed 
at about 5 p.m. Mall manager 
Gall Currie said power wasn't 
restored until 9 p.m. While there 
was no damage or loss of frozen 
goods, she says the darkened 
mail and parking lot made her 
"really appreciate the services of 
B.C. Hydro". 
tion of a trend to move provin- 
cial government offices out of 
the downtown core. According 
to Kalum Forest District finance 
and administi'ation manager, 
Orest Wakaruk, they are 
separate from and were never in- 
cluded in the 0ne-stop shopping 
concept. 
He said that the major reason 
for the move is to leave the 
cramped office space occupied 
by Forest Service personnel for 
several years and move into a 
more spacious building where 
they can consolidate both office 
and warehouse services: " 
According to a release from 
Forests Minister Dave Parker, 
the alterations to the B.C. 
I~Iydro building on Keith Ave. 
were* designed by Terrace ar- 
Hank Barg named 
lifetime member 
by Roy Greening 
Hank Barg, who has been a 
member of Branch 13 for many 
years has just recently been ap- 
pointed a Life Member of the 
Royal Canadian Legion with all 
the privileges that this title em, 
braces. Comrade Barg has been 
a president of our branch and is 
still an active member on the ex- 
ecutive. 
The criteria that are followed 
in order to be recommended for 
this honorable distinction are 
many and probing. One has to 
? ????????????????? chitect Alex Inselberg. The B.C. 
Buildings Corporation has 9 9 
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square meters of the building 
will begin this month. 
In the meantime, B.C.B.C. 
Corporate Affairs Manager, 
John Murphy, says that plans 
for a one,stop provincial 
government center in Terrace 
are still in the works and reaf- 
firmed that location and public 
access and convenience were still 
a prime consideration, He said 
negotiations for office space are 
still underway and "moving 
along as fast as possible". 
When complete, Murphy 
says, the new office will house 
9 
? 
be a dedicated and devoted 
member of the Legion, have 
assumed many official positions 
and continually be in attendance 
for many years. The nominated 
candidate must have been ready 
to volunteer his. or her services 
willingly for many years, 
? We will also pay for 
? travel expenses ? 
? for you on any deal' ? 
I? ?????????????~??~??'? 
been modified to originate in 
Vancouver." 
The CBC move has resulted in. 
an AM bureau and FM rebroad- 
cast signal in Victoria as well as 
AM bureaus in both Kelowna 
and Prince George, but the 
board points out that it is unac- 
ceptable that these provincial 
"improvements" should be 
manned, in part, by ex-Prince 
Rupert staff and financed 
through the sale of Prince 
Rupert assets. 
The power outage resulted in 
a more or less vacant parking lot 
at the mall but turned out to be a 
blessing to businesses in other 
parts of town. The Terrace 
Shopping Centre was jammed 
with parked cars, and impatient 
motorists circled the lot like 
vultures waiting to compete with 
others for the next available 
space. On Tuesday, however, •it 
was business as usual and 
Skeena Mall regained its balance 
of trade. 
. /  
DOORS OPEN AT 4:30 P.M. 
Terrace's Bingo Place 
Lucky Dollar Bingo Palace 
4818 Hwy. 16 West 
SUNDAY: Terrace Athletics Assn. , ~ ,~ 
• MONDAY:  Terrace Minor Hockey ..... ~ ~, 
TUESDAY. Kermodes or Jaycees 
WEDNESDAY: Terrace Blueback Swim Club < ii 
THURSDAY: 747 Air Cadets > 
Ladies of the Royal Purple 
FRIDAY: Parapelegic Assn. ~ i  
SATURDAY: Parapelegic Foundation 
Regular EVERYONE WELCOME| Extra 
(Age 14 years and up) 6 Games 18 Games Thank youl Have a Nice dayl 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~ : ~ '~""~:  ~iil I i i ' i .  ~ ,~":~ !~/ ' , :  i / , i  '~  : i i ~ ~ " : ,~ ,  
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Fulton 
lays out 
campaign 
planking 
Shortly after the federal elec- 1 
tion was called, NDP Member 
of Parliament: Jim Fulton an- 
nounced his major planks. He 
said his campaign will rest upon ] 
his experience, hard work and 
dedication to the residents of 
Skeena. '~Heie in Skeena I have 
proudly fought for the fishing 
industry, the forest industry, 
aboriginal people, women's 
rights, seniors and on thousands 
of individual cases." He says 
New •Democratic MPs have 
stood up for the needs of British 
Columbians and spoken loudly 
for our interests; particularly for 
fair taxes, regional develop- 
ment, and the environment. 
He attacked the record of the 
Progressive Conservative gov- 
ernment, saying, "I know what 
the issues are here in the North- 
west and we know that Mr. 
Mulroney with the largest ma- 
jority in Canadian histor:Y~ has 
done little to address the needs 
of the regions of Canada. I 
don't •believe for one moment 
that Canadians will give Mr. 
Mulroney and his squad a man- 
date to continue ignoring west- 
ern Canada in particular. We 
haven't forgotten that Mr. Mul- 
roney opposed free trade before 
being elected and now is busy 
pushing hard for his deal with 
the U.S. We haven't forgotten 
his promise that social programs 
were a 'sacred trust'. These same 
conservatives attacked seniors' 
pensions within days of taking 
office." 
Fulton said he was "extremely 
pleased" that the election had 
finally been called. "Brian 
Mulroney has been acting just 
like Pierre Trudeau in recent 
months. He has shovelled 
money and promises off the 
back of a truck like there's no 
tomorrow. In fact, most of these 
promises and much of the 
money is for Quebec and total 
over $20 billion." 
Fulton added he looks for- 
ward to a campaign on the issues 
and would welcome an oppor- 
tunity to debate with candidates 
from other parties. 
Agreements 
ratified 
TERRACE-  The board o f  
School District 88 and represen- 
tatives of Canadian Union of 
Public Employees locals 2831 
and 2861 announced last week 
the ratification of three-year 
agreements hat will provide an 
average of about 18 percent in 
wage increases for the 150 
employees involved. 
The ratifications followed 
three days of negotiations in 
August described by both sides 
as "friendly". 
The two union locals repre- 
sent non-teaching district staff 
including clerical, custodial and 
.maintenance personnei and 
classroom teacitlng aides. 
. . _  . _ 
About 250 local residents took advantage of a "town hall" meeting held at Caledonia Secondary School last 
Thursday evening to ask Premier Bill VanderZalm to respond on a number of topics. As the evening progressed 
he answered concerns on education, health services, Bill 19, free trade, municipal infrastructure, social services 
and other issues. Watch for an overview of his answers in next week's Terrace Review. 
H alvorson sets out target issues 
The Progressive Conservative 
candidate for Skeena, Ray 
Halvorson, held a press Con- 
ference yesterday to discuss 
some of the issues he considers 
important in the federal elec- 
tion. 
"The major issues are free 
trade, reforestation, protecting 
the environment, and employ- 
ment. This is what I'm running 
on regardless of the poll," he 
said, referring to the PC poll 
taken in the area recently. While 
he's keeping the results to 
himself, Halvorson said the in- 
formation will be used mainly to 
determine how to best spend his 
time between ow and Novem- 
ber 21. 
" I 'm also getting information 
by knocking on doors," he said, 
noting his daughters were help- 
ing to cover the approximately 
20,000 doors in our huge riding. 
He's also busy setting up cam- 
paign offices in Smithers, 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert. 
Halvorson is relying on his 
knowledge of  the riding through 
his experiences working and liv- 
ing in the region. "I feel I 
understand the people of Skeena 
and the needs of Skeena." He 
says that for orderly economic 
development, effective land 
claims ettlements and to get the 
most for the riding out of 
federal programs, it's important 
for Skeena to have representa-. 
tion from within government. 
Regai'ding reforestation, 
Halvorson said since the region 
" ' ' ,  i~  
aren't getting the benefits."" 
He spoke about environmen- 
tal concerns, saying that any 
economic development in the 
region should be environmental- 
ly Sound. In response to a ques- 
tion about South Moresby Is- 
now has many mature forests, land Park, he said, "As a logger 
we need the funding to restock. I wanted to cut !t, we're going to 
He says free trade will get rid of miss those trees from the annual 
tariffs for value-added forest 
products and open up the large 
American market for the North- 
west. He's in favour of getting 
an access road up to the mining 
sites : "I understand they spent 
$50 million up there this sum- 
mer, and Smithers and Terrace 
Police seekclues in arson 
Anyone who witnessed ac- 
tivities of a suspicious nature in 
the vicinity of the building on 
the night of the fire is requested 
to contact the Terrace RCMP 
detachment. 
Police report that a series of 
vehicle break-ins Sunday night 
netted a thief some police- 
dodging equipment. They're 
currently investigating three in- 
cidents involving theft of radar 
TERRACE-  Local RCMP are 
seeking assistance from the 
public in their investigation of a 
fire that damaged the partially- 
completed Tim Horton Donut 
Shop on Lakelse Ave. Saturday 
night. 
Fire and police were called out 
at 11:45 p.m. that evening to 
deal with a blaze that apparently 
originated on the roof of the 
structure. Police are treating the 
incident as arson. 
Retail complex 
One of the highlights of the 
concept, according to Guy; is a 
centrally located "community 
area" which will make the center 
a focal point for the community.- 
He says this space will be 
available to groups such as. 
school bands, art groups and 
community organizations; 
developers envisage verything 
from community concerts to 
pancake breakfasts becoming 
common events. 
"All-in-all," says Guy, "it's 
been very well received and 
we're anxious to get on with it." 
He says construction isexpected 
to begin next spring and the 
center should be open for the 
1989 Christmas eason, offering 
228 new parking places and 
- - - -  continued from page 1 
detectors. 
In addition to the fire at  the 
Tim Horton building under con- 
struction on Lakelse being in- 
vestigated for arson, two minor 
fires blazed in Terrace last week. 
Just before midnight on Friday 
the fire department received a 
call about a truck on fire in the 
owner's driveway. "There was a 
problem with the carburetor and 
the driver was taking it home• 
when it ignited. He had the fire 
out by the time wegot there," 
fire chief Cliff Best said. About 
an hour later a storage shed on 
Scott sustained minor damage in  
allowable cut. But looking at the 
future from a national persepec- 
tire, to have a - park set aside 
with its esthetic values and 
tourist potential, the income 
from the area should not be 
depleted." 
On social issues, Halvorson 
said he would ensure we got a 
fair chunk of any day care fund- 
ing. Regarding the issue of abor- 
tion, he said, " I 'm in favor of 
preserving life. If a doctor 
decides the mother's life is 
threatened, then we'd have to 
choose the mother." 
Although he's not an ex- 
perienced politician, Halvorson 
is more than 'willing to parti: 
cipate in all-candidate debates, 
and would like to see one occur 
in each of the four major centers 
in the riding. He hopes to have 
some big name candidates help- 
ing him in his campaign, in- 
cluding Gerry St. Germain, 
Frank Oberle, and Jake Epp. 
And, "I hope to have the prime 
minister here - -  he promised me 
47,500 square feet of new shop- a small fire. a day." 
ping opportunities for the local• 
consumer. 
~- 
Looking back 
Two years ago this week, Ter- 
race was buzzing with another 
election call, when BiU. Vander 
Zalm. dropped the writs for a 
provincial  e lec t ion . .Dave  
Parker's recent nominaUon to 
run for the Socreds was featured 
on the Review's front page. !" 
Other news thatfirstWednesday I ":~ 4551 Greig Avenue . . . .  :. ~" "" ~1 :~:~:~r~ 11 : .:,il 
in October, 1986, focused on the 
MK Bay Marina, and its need 
for large amounts of capital to 
improve the rite, 
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